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THE USE OF GENERAL COLLECTIONS AT THE UNIVERSITY -OF CALIFORNIA

Executive Summary

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

During the development of the University's policy establishing regional compact

shelving facilities for infrequently- circulated library material, it was recognized that

detailed planning would be improved by information about three issues: the

unrecorded user of library material, at-the-shelf discovery of library material (i.e.

browsing), and tl. Ebraiy user's immediacy of ''need for material in the., library

collections.

The objectives of this study were (1) to collect and analyze preliminary data

about these three issues in order to direct further research and (2) to test the

methodology for data collection,

METHODOLOGY

The test sites were the main libraries and science branches at the Davis and

Santa Cruz 'campuses of the University of California. The samples studied consisted

of monographs and bound periodicals randomly selectee it m the library catalogs of

these campuses in 1974 and 1975 for studies of collection overlap and circulation

history. The data-collection instrument was a questionnaire, placed in each book in

such a way that, if the book were removed from the. shelf and consulted, the

qLestionnalre would be moved and the use could be detected. Questionnaires were

placed in the volumes at the beginning of the Spring Quarter, 1978. All volum,es in

tit sample were checked thereafter at three-week intervals, to record the incidence

of moved or missing questionnaires and to replace or reposition questionnaires as
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required. At the end of the academic quarter, questionnaires were removed from the

volumes, and the number of Spring Quarter ,circulations for each volume was

recorded.

Two types of data were obtained. Information on the recorded and unrecorded

use of sample volimes came from the data on missing and moved questionnaires and

from Spring Quarter circulation. records. Data on at-the-shelf discovery and

immediacy of need; as well as additions information on unrecorded lite, were derived

from patron responses to the questionnaires. that they found inserted in the books.

The study was supplemented by a brief experiment at the Graduate Social

Science Library at the Berkeley campus that investigated 6 method .3f improving

questionnaire response rates.-

'FINDINGS

ecorded Use of Library Material

The, data .indicate that there are about six unrecorded uses for every

recorded use (pages 17 to 19).

2. The ecorded /recorded use ratio is greater for bound periodicals than

for monographs (pages 17 to 19).

There is a statistically measurable relationship between the number of

times a volume circulates in a given period and the number of times it is

used in-!house during the same period, but the relationship is weak,.



explaining less than 10 percent of variance in rates of unrecorded use

(pages 18 to 23).

4. the longer a volume has been dormant (i.e. has not circulated), the less

likely it is to receive use of any kind, recorded or unrecorded (pages 23 to

31).

5. If a dormant volume is used at all it is much more likely to receive

unrecorded use than recorded use (pages 31 ,to 36).

6. Items which have circulated in the past are rnore`likely to receive current

use than are volumes which have never circulated, even when dormancy

period is taken into account (page 37).

7. A short-term study of unrecorded use cannot safely be generalized to

describe the long-term patterns of unrecorded use of library collections

(page 52).

it-the-Shelf.1Dis=FLy of library iai

Thirty-two 'percent of th"e uses reported by questionnaire respondents

were unknown items terns selected by browsing) (pages 60 to 61).

There is a statistically measurable difference in the mode of discovery for

periodicals and monographs, but ,,the relationship between mode of dis-

covery and form of material is weak, and shows little sensitivity to the

dormancy period of the material (pages 61, 69 and 70).
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Immediacy of Need for Library Material

Nineteen :percent ,df volumes used were needed immediately, and 24

percent were needed within 24 hours page 73).

Methodolo--

The rate of response to the questionnaires was only 15.7 percen

simplified questfiinnaire can improve the response rate to some extent

(pages 88 to 92).
I-

CON LU IO N

Unrecorded Use of Libra es 55 to 58

Introduction. There is considerable disagreement in the library, field

about the. relative importance of the various kinds of library use investigated

here. Particularly, the assumption frequently made by library researchers that

at-tile-shelf use is casual and of little importance to library users has often

been disputed, especially by faculty users. This study does not differentiate

between the various forms. of use in terms of importance, and we neither

assume that all forms of use can be equated or that some forms can be
c

discounted as valueless.

The use of the collections of research libraries is greater than would be

indicated by circulation statistics alone, perhaps as much as "six times

greater.

10



There is a natural tendency to equate unrecorded use with at- the -Shelf

discovery, butr-sthe data, do not support this belief. In the absence of

further research, one should treat the two phenomena as entirely inde-

pendent.

The study shows that there are differences in recorded and unrecorded use

rates between bpoad categories of materials, defined by characteriVics

such as circulation history and form :of publization; however, use within

such categories is random with respect to the variables we can measure.

The present line of research could be expanded to increase the number of

categories under investigation, but only at Considerable expense; uncer-

tainty about the future use of individual volumes could not be entirely

eliminated thereby, and we, expect that the results of additional study

would have only marginal practical value for planning and collection

'management. Large-scale cross-sectional studies also have a method-

ological shortening, in that they fail to measure rates of 'unrecorded use

oveP long periods of time. For these reasons, continuation_ "of large-scale

research into unrecorded use in general collections seems unwarranted.

Studies of the use of narrowly-defined special collections, however, may

be desirable, depending on the specific nature of the collections to be

Investigated and the specific questions to be addressed.

4. Several techniques are available for, recording the use of materials'

consulted in the library and reshelved by library staff. Though these

techniques miss uses in which the users reshelve their own materials, the

adoption of these systems could (1) "solve the problem of measuring rates

of uncirculated use over time, (2) provide clear documentation of a



portion of library use which is ecorded or verifiable, and (3)

identify the specific volumes which are or are not used at tables.

Considerable be:4efits could result for research, budgeting, planning, and

collection management.

At the Shelf Discovery of Library Material (pages 69 to 71)

5. At-the-shelf discovery is a conceptually complex phenomenon, and there

is little theOretical basis to guide empirical investigations. Therefore,

continued study of at-the-shelf discovery in general collections seems

unwarranted at this time. It may be possible and desirable to conduct

research under More closely controlled\ conditions, and to address more

specific questions, however. For example, the relation between at-the-

shelf discovery and remote compact shelving could be clarified by

comparing use rates of materials housed in the present Richmond facility

or the new regional compact shelving facilities with identical items

housed in open-stack libraries, or by establishing continuous programs to

monitor the utilization of materials transferred to regional facilities.

Irnmediacy of Need for Library Material (pages 82 to 84)

In at Least, some circumstances, library users are aware of difference in

fi the immediacy of- their needs for library materiel. It appears that about

24- percent of Materials used in general collections are needed within 24

hours.

As with at-the-shelf discovery, there is a lack of conceptual elm'. ty in pur

present approach to immediacy of need, especially when there is not a

-x- 12



direct relationship between a user's need and the book selected to meet

that need. Lacking a sound theoretical basis for further research, the

continuation of empirical studies of the overall coneCr of immediacy of

need for materials in general collecticins is not justified. There is reason

believe, however, that studies of more narrowly-defined situations

would yield valid and useful results. For example, surveys of users who

request books that they do not find on the shelf (to place a hold or search,

request items from a remote location, or ask for retrieval by 'a library

delivery service) would involve needs for specific items that in faCt were

not im mediately available when needed, thus overcoming major problems

in the current methodology. The resulting information would have limited

applicability, but could be reliable and useful for specific decisions or

programs.



CHAPTER

L INTRODUCTION.

THE PHYSICAL GROWTH OF flagARIES

In 1977, the University of California administration estimated that it would

cost over $89 million to build new libraries to house the University's growing

collection through 1988 (University of California, 1977). It has been evident since the

early 1970's that the State of California was unlikely to appropriate such a sum in

addition to the $50 million annual operating budget for the University libraries. An

obvious alternative, dispOsing of books that cannot fit in-available-library space, was

unacceptable from the University's viewpoint: it would be necessary -rec weed out

almost 6.millionbooks by 1988, and there are few who believe that the University has

6 million worthless books to throw out.

The University has therefore chosen to follow a middle road. The Universiof

California Libraries: A Plan for Develo rent (Un ersity of California, 1977)

proposes the establishment of two regional compact shelving facilities for library

materials which are used infrequently. The combination of low-cost construction and

high book-storage densities possible in such facilities means that over $30 million can

be saved when compared to the cost of housing of the collections entirely in campus

libraries. At the e time, the valUable bibliographic resources of the University

can be'retained and made available to California's seholars, students and the general

public. Finally, adverse effects on the teaching and research programs of the

University can be minimized, because only infrequently-used library materials would

be relegated to the regional facilities.



A recent cost study conducted by this office confirms the economic benefit of

regional compact shelving. For books that circtilate less often than once in about ten

years and more often than once in about 34 years, it is more economical to provide

housing in compact shelving facilities than to retain the books in campus libraries or

dipcard Ahem (Lawrence and OA 1979). While the economic gument for regional

cwipact shelving is unequivocal, however, economic criteria are not the only

relevant concerns for library pluming. Dialogue with the University community

during the evolution of the Plan for Development isolated three non - economic issues

which appear to have important implications for the planning of the regional compact

shelving facilities: the unrecorded use of library material, at-the-shelf discovery of

library material, and the library user's immediacy of need for material in the library

collections.

UNRECORDED USE OF LIBRARY MATERIAL

It is generally believed that a substantial amount of the use of materials goes
I,)

undetected and unrecorded, through use at the shelves or at tables and carrels within

the library. If a book is not charged out of the library, there is no record of its use in

the book itself, the library files or (in recent years) the computerized circulation

system. Compact shelving policy involves materials which are infrequently used.

Presently, we must rely solely on recorded (i.e., circulated) use of the collection to

identify infrequently used materials for both planning and operations. The inability

to capture information on unrecorded use suggests the possibility that planning

estimates for compadt shelving ,facilities may be in error, and that individual books

may be inappropriately selected for housing in compact shelving facilities. Current

methods cif measuring use and assessing the frequency of use may therefore be

inadequate for collection management in thWim mediate future.



AT-THE-SHELF DISCOVERY OF LIBRARY MATERIAL

Some proposals for the regional facilities have suggested that materials be

shelved in the order in which they were received, without expansion space on the

shelves, and orranged in categories by size. This "maximum density" approach to

shelving would reduce. the cost of the facilities, but materials would have to be

retrieved by locating a special serial number in a catalog, since the books would no

longer be in call-number order. The University's, academic community has expressed

is belief that the maximum density proposal would inhibit scholarship, because

research materials are often discovered first at the shelf, rather than in a catalog,

index or bibliography. It is evident that the capability to browse in the collection was

highly valued by the University's scholars, and subsequent proposals for the regional

facilities have incorporated the concept that at least some books might best be

shelved by call number, and would be physically accessible to users.

The fact remains that provision for at-the--shelf discovery, or browsing, in the

regional facilities is costly.. Further knowledge about the characteristics of at-the-

shelf discovery could permit the development of more sophisticated and efficient

shelVing pqlicies for the regional facilities that would save both space and money and

make browsing in the regional facilities more productive for the scholar and student:

IMMEDIACY OF NEED FOR LIBRARY MATERIAL

A recurring theme of the Plan for Development is that materials and services

that are needed immediately by library users should be available immediately.

Conversely, where users are willing to wait for the delivery of materials and services,

it may be beneficial to design systems that take advantage of the economies of

-16
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slower response times, remote physical location, and the sharing of library resources

among the campuses. The Plan for Development declares that materials and services

that are likely to beneeded within 24 hours should be available on the user's home

campus. It follows. that material that may be needed within 24 hours should not be

relegated to regional compact shelving facilities,, regardless of the economics of

library. construction or the frequency of use of such material. It is obvious, then, that

this policy can only be implemented if we can define a class of materials that are

likely to be needed by users in 24 hours or less. A

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ,STUDY

The major motivation for the study reported here was the need to investigate

unrecorded use of library material. Early in the design stage of the study, it became

evident that the proposed method for data collection could easily be expanded to

encompass the issues of at-the-shelf discovery and immediacy of need as well.

Because the proposed method was untried, an inquiry was designed with two

objectives in mind: (1) to collect and analyze preliminary data on the three issues of

interest As a means to direct further research, and (2) to evaluate the data-collection

methodology. In keeping with the exploratory nature of the inquiry, the design made

use of an existing sample of volumes from the University ollections, rather than a

new sample of books drawn for this purpose.

Because this study was motivated .by an interest 41 regional compact shelving

policy, the analysis was designed to address questions which might be relevant to

compact shelving issues. However, the policy environment has changed considerably

since the study was conceived (and continues to change rapidly) and the limitations of

the methodology prevent us from drawing conclusions in several areas which are



perceived to be important for compact shelving. Therefore, this report limits itself

to evaluating the meth e.. lology and suggesting directions for further research. Policy

implications of the study's findings will be addressed in separate documents as
4.

required.

Chapter II of this report describes trie data collection ethodology. In

Chapters In, IV and V, findings on unrecorded use, at-the-shelf discovery, and

immediacy of need for library materials are reported. Because the evaluation of the

methodology relies to some extent on the substantive findings in Chapter III - V, this

evaluation will be found in Chapter VI.



j CHAPTER U

U. METHODOLOGY

GENERAL FRAMEWORK

To gather information on the topics of unrecorded use, at- the -shelf discovery,

and immediacy of need, one can ask users three questions about the materials they

select and use:- (1) how did you discover it? (2) where did you consult it? (3) how

long..could,you have waited to receive this material? Several approaches to securing

the neqUired information were investigated and rejected. Direct interviewing of

users is too expensive on any but the smallest scale. Giving questionnaires to patrons

entering the libraryls inefficient, because Many users do not actually consult a book

on any particular visit (Thompson, 1978). Recording information about materials left

on t ibles (to measure unrecorded use) is fairly expensive, and the technique misses

the uses in which patrons themselves reshelve the materials they use. Harris (1977)

reported'that, in a brief study of in-house use of materials at Newcastle -upon-

Polytechnic only 5.2 percent of the vclumes used inside the library were used at

tables and. eventually reshelved by the library staff. Apparently the remaining 94.8

percent were reshelved by the patrons and would be missed by a study of materials

left on tables.

We decided, therefore, to adopt an approach in which questionnaires are placed

in a selected sample of books. This approach, patterned after studies conducted by

Fussier and Simon at Chicago and Urquhart and Urquhart at Newcastle, has several

notable advantages. FIrst, the questionnaire is delivered only to patrons who actually

use materials during their library visit. Second, questionnaire responses relate to a



specific item, which the user can consult while answerin- questions; the patron

need not rely- on memory. Finally, the method provides - an unobtrusive and

unambiguous measurement of in-house user if the questionnaire is moved or missing,

the use of the book can be inkci ed, even if the user fails to coopFi.ate in completing

the questionnaire.

Approximately 5,000 questionnaires were placed in bound volumes at the main

libraries and science branches of the University of California, Davis (UCD) and the

T.Jniversity, of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC). Questionnaires were placed before the

Start of Spring Quarter, 1978, and removed after final examinations.

TH QUESTIONNAIRE

Thd questionnaire used by Fussier and Simon (Figure 1) -was the starting point

for the design of the one used in this study (Figure 2). However, _the questionnaire

underwent major changes and additions in the course of developing questions relevan

to'the issues of this study: at-the-shelf discovery of materials, unrecorded use, and

immediacy of need.

Although each question has a clear function in the framework of this inquiry

(Questions B, D and E relate directly to at-the-shelf discovery, unrecorded use and

immediacy of need respectively; Question C was intended to "set up" the reader for

the hypothetical situation in Question E), we felt justified in taking the broadest

possible -approach to each issue in the -study. The instrument could always be

simplified in subsequent studies (in fact, an experiment in simplification was

conducted in a related study, which is described in -Chapter Vi and Appendix A).

20



FIGURE 1

Fussier and Sinion Questionnaire
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THE FEN is to aid you in filling out thin brief questionnaire. We annleV
ILke'yea to keep it as token payment for the moment of your time that it

takes to help ud improve thanervice of the Library

It i2 emtrevely Important that ever! person 00_2iCks up this book fills
out the questionnaire. Please drop the completed form into chi box at

tht entrance to the Library

A How did YOu'happen to pick up this book? Check one.

fi

1. pound it via the card catalog

2. Came ms the stacks looking for a work of this Aar:1*ra]. nature

ED' Looked this particular hook but withouethe call number

naked it up through casual browsing

37--dowwill.you'use =tits book? Check one or more.

=1 1...Check the book out of the Library'

M Z. Carry it to a desk end read it there

3.

4.

3.

E.

Note the title for future reference

Exemice a specific passage in the volume

Elam through it %/bile scandiniup

Merely glance at the title page

.[M,

SACK or
CIDEVIONNAL.24

Your department or school affiliation (or "none")
Your status (undeTgradnete, staff, visitor, etc.)

, The tar , Use Scudy, Re-per E 43

SOURCE Fussier and S ion 6 page 10
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FIGURE 2
(a'

UniVersity-of California Questionnaire
(Front of Page, Actual Size)

L IBRARY SURVE

Dear y- User

.KE1.2!!!!!! As you probabW know, inflation and. other factors are eroding the

value. of library dollars. The University Libraries have loss buying power to , -

meet your- needs. If we can find out-more about which boas you are using and
how 56;a- use, them, we will. be- able'to, do a better' job of. providing the best

service. for the money, available 'WE NEED =IL ULF! 1 ! ! ' Please take a few
minutes: to give us information about your library visit and what you use--on
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as making a. systematic survey of the library's
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pthir. Please explain:
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Thus, some questions .(notably B and E) are intentionally complex, both conceptually

and visually. The consequences of this choice will be discussed'in Chapter VI.

THE SAMPLE

Because of cost and time constraints, samples of monograph and periodical

collections drawn for earlier studies of collection overlap and circulation history in
I

University of California libraiies were recycled for this study. Those Samples we e

randomly drawn from the campus library catalogs in 1974 and 1975.

The original data base included 2,828 volumes from UCD and 3,265 volumes

from UCSC. Some volumes listed in the original' data file could not be located.

Unbound periodical volumes were deleted from the list to assure the homogeneity of

the periodical sample. Other volumes were excluded
fry
if they were in stctage,

officially missing, etc: Finery, all. volumes that were not on the shelf or in

circulation at the beginning and the end of the study were eliminated from the

analysis. The final total was 5,008 voles in the sample: 2,373 at UCD, and 2,635

at UCSC.

QUESTIONNAIRE PLACEMENT

Questionnaires were placed in each volume in such a way that (1) a user would

see the questionnaire when the book was consulted, (2) the book could not' be

effectively used without removing or disturbing the questionnaire, and (3) such

disturbance could be-detected by inspecting the book. These criteria were met by

first folding the questionnaire in half, and then wrapping it around the pages so that

one' end of the questionnaire touched the first arabic-numbered page in the volume,

24
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and-the other end touched the last arabic-numbered page -(see Fignre 3). With this

simple decision rule, it was considered extremely unlikely that a patron, having

Moved the questionnaire to consult the book, would return it to its original

placement. In the very few cases where a volume had no arable numbered pages, the

questionnaire was wrapped around all the pages in that book.

Each volume had &Clinique serial number, assigned to it, Which was entered on

the corresponding questionnaire. A computer listing of serial numbers with matching

call numbers enabled local -campus staff to place new questionnaires in the appro-

priate volumes as the original questionnaires were completed and placed in the return

boxes. Missing questionnaires were also replaced during the periodic stack checks

described in the next section.

An additional procedure at this first phase was to insert a specially marked date

due slip in each volume. In addition to recording the circulatiOn count for the study

period, the slips would also provide identification of the volumes as members of the

study sample. For non-circulating items, the serial number was lightly penciled

inside the back cover to provide the same identification.

STACK CHECKS

The-methodology required periodic checking of the volumes to record instances

of moved or missing questionnaires. The staff returned to each campus at three-

week intervals. Although multiple uses of any single volume within this time span

might be missed, budget constraints precluded more frequent checking.
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FIGURE 3

thud of Questionnaire Placement'

SOURCE U d Urquhart (1976 ) , page 68.
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All volumes in the sample were looked up on each visit, and their status

recorded on a worksheet. The categories used for recording data were: (1) volume

not found in the stacks; (2) volume found, with questionnaire intact in its original

placement; (3) volume found, with questionnaire in it, but no longer in its original

placement; and (4) volume found and identified as part of the sample by. the special

date due slip or serial number, but with the questionnaire missing. The last two

categories were interpreted- as indicating that a volume was used. If the volume was

not found, it was presumed to be in useeither charged out or somewhere in the

library. In either case, a subsequent check would record that use.

After the first stack check, a minor change was made in the recording of the

questionnaire status. Some doubt had arisen as to whether questionnaires whose

placement was off by only one or two pages should be recorded as having been

disturbed (i.e., recorded .as an in-house use). Inspecting the volumes in question

suggested that errors had been made in the original placement in a significant number

of cases. Therefore, a "maybe moved" category was added to the worksheets for the

remaining stick checks to reflect these dubious cases. "Maybe moved" questionnaires

were not counted as used in the analysis of the data.

UESTIONNAIRE REMOVAL AND CIRCULATION RECORDING

The last. visit to each campus took place after Spring Quarter final examina-

Lions. At this time questionnaires were removed after their status was again

recorded. In addition, a count was taken of the number of circulated uses each

volume had received during the quarter. For this purpose, only the date due stamps

appearing on the specially marked slips were counted.
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All volumes not found on the shelves on this last visit were first checked in the

reshelving areas, and then in the circulation files at Santa Cruz. Due to the large

backlog of materials to be re-shelved at Davis, this was deemed impractical. Instead,

two staff members returned to Davis after ten days to recheck the shelves and the

culation records.

EVALUATION

Because our discussion of the methods used relies to some extent on the

substantive findings reported in Chapte III V, an evaluation of the meth odology

described above will be founu Chapter VI of this report.
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CHAPTER ECI-

UNRECORDED USE OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECOIRDED AND UNRECORDED USE

Finding 1: The data indica

US

here are about six unrecorded uses for every recorded

Findin 2 The_unrecordedlrecorded use ratio is = eater for bound e_ odic than o

mono_graphs.

A number of studies, including Urquhart and Schonfield (1971, 1972), Morse

(1968), Bowen (1961), Shaw (1976), Bush (1956), McGrath (1971), Schonfield (1975),

Jain (1966), Harris (1977), and the University of Pittsburgh (1978), have provided data

on the rates of recorded and unrecorded use in libraries. These studies have

employed two generic methodologies. One group (McGrath, Schonfield, Jain,

University f Pittsburgh) 'collected data about books left on library tables, carrels,

etc., to measure unrecorded use, and used aggregate data on circulation during the

same time period, to measure recorded use. The other group (Urquhart and

Schonfield, Morse,_ Bowen, Shaw, Bush) has relied on some form of user questionnaire

to determine the rates at which a group of respondents had either used materials

within the library or checked them out Harris used variants of both approaches. We

hall refer to the first approach as the sweep method, and the second approach as the

"questionnaire method (see Glossary, Appendix D).

Harris' study provides a benchmark for comparing the two methods. Having

used both methods, he noted that all forms of unrecorded use yielded use counts

more than 19 times, as great as use at the tables alone.
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Because the University of California study uses a variant of the questionnaire

method, its findings are properly compared to those of other questionnaire studies.

The results of nine such studies are shown in Table 1. During the University of

California study, there were 1,788 total uses of items eligible for circulation, of

which 254 were recorded uses, and 1,534 were unrecorded uses. The ratio of

unrecorded to recorded uses is 6.04:1. This ratio is greater than midst such ratios

reported in Table 1, but is comparable to the ratio of 8-90 reported by Bush (1956),

which also included both periodicals and monographs. It is notable that both Bush

(1956) and Urquhart and Schoenfield (1972) report that the unrecorded/recorded use

ratios for periodicals are greater than those for monographs (Table 1). The pattern is

replicated in the University of California data, with ratios, of 9.85 for periodicals

(Urquhart, 5.00; Bush, 27.21) and 3.65 for monographs (Urquhart, 1.50; Bush, 4.09).

n There is a s atisticall measurable relat onshi be ween the number o irises

a volume circulates in a given period and the number of imes is used in-house

during the same period,_ lout the relationship is weak, oTlatriing less -than 10 percent

of the variance in rates of unrecorded use.

I

While is useful to know the aggregate relationship between recorded and
i

unrecorded use, it is more important -to know whether the materials used in-house are

the same materials that irculate. Several studies apprOach this question without

quite answering it IVIcGrath correlated the number of booki charged out and picked

up in 'sweeps within classification-number groups and fOund high OrrelationA. He

found, in other words, that over a\ given period of time, the number of in-house uses

(at tables) of a subject class

circulated uses of that clan

ed in both modes.

- . ,

of b
Iooks can be fairly well predicted by the number of
\

1

This finding does not assure LIS that the same books are
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TABLE 1

Findings of Previous Studies of Unrecorded Use

Ratio of Items Used
In-House to Items

Circulated
Source Comments

Urquhart St Schonfield (1972)

Urquhart ac Schonfield (1971)

Morse
Bowen
Shaw (1976)
Bush
Harris

5.00
/.50
1.64
6.70

11.20
4.00
1.94
1.27
8.90
4.47

Periodicals
Monographs
"Library A"
"Library B"
"Library C"
All items

Mean
(standard deviation)

4.66
(3.39)

SOURCES : See text, e 17, and Appendix C, "References."
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The sweep portion of Harris' study is more illuminating. Since Harris' library

actually date-stamped the materials picked up in sweeps, Harris was able to relate

circulation history to the history of in-library use on a book-by-book basis. Harris

showed that, of 1,549 volumes used at tables in one year, 418 (27 percent) were not

charged out during the same period of time. In the present study, 1,095 volumes that

were eligible for circulation received one or more unrecorded uses over the study

Mg'

period. Ninety-four percent of these were not charged out during the UC study, and

therefore hold no record of use during the Spring Quarter, 1978. Certainly one reason

for the wide discrepancy in the findings is the expanded definition of unrecorded use

in the present 'study. Harris used the sweep method to secure these data, and his in-

house use data include only uses at tables in the library. The UC data on unrecorded

use include shelf uses as well--in fact, include as an unrecorded use any event 'which

had the effect of displacing a questionnaire.

Harris provides further analysis of the data, comparing the total number of in-

house and circulated uses for each volume, and reports that "a statistically

significant connection is found between the number of issues /irculated uses% and

the number of in-library uses a book is likely to get" (Harris, p. 119). Harris' analysis

illustrates a serious analytical ambiguity in studies of this sort. It is probably true

that, in the aggregate, in-house use is related to circulated use: if a book has

circulated five times in a year, it is likely to have been' used in-house, say, between

three and six times. If a volume circulated only once, it is much less likely to have

been used six times in-house, but probably has been used more than once. This is the

kind of interpretation that follows from a .statistical analysis of the relationship

between the number of in-house and circulated uses of a sample of books. For

compact shelving purposes, however, one is relatively uninterested in differentiating

between volumes used twice a year and those used five times a year: both cases
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represent frequent use in a research library. Rather, one must develop the capacity

to distinguish between volumes that are used only once in five, ten, or fifteen years.

To illustrate the problem, Harris' raw data were reconstructed, using his cross-

tabular presentation of in-library and circulated uses (Harris, p. 119). The data were

analyzed with a linear regression model in which circulated use was presumed to

predict the level of in-house use (see Appendix B for details of the. analysis). As with

Harris' analysis, a "statistically significant connection" was found, but the relation-

ship is extremely weak. Only nine percent of the variance in in-house use is

accounted for by the level of circulated use.

The regression analysis clearly illustrates the weak relationship between ci -

culated and in-house use It is possible to predict with some accuracy that, for a

large collection, a certain number of volumes will receive use of a particular type

during a particular period. However, the expected use of any single volume in that

collection is relatively unpredictable. For example, the regression analysis indicates

that, for any single volume that circulated four times in one year, one can predict

that it will be used in-house somewhere between zero and three times. More

important, for those books that do not circulate at all during a year, the regression

model suggests that only about 15 percent will be used in-house during that year, but

there is a good chance thatrany,single volume in this group could be used in-house as

often as two times. Thus, Harris' data do not provide strong support° for the

hypothesis that, if a volume is.not charged out, it is unlikely to be used in-house.

The same regression model was applied to the Ile data. Table 2 compares the

regression results from the, two analyses. Theee are evident differences in the

results, which may be attributable to differences in the data sources. However, both
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TABLE 2

Regression Analysis of the Relationship
Between Rates of In-House and Circulated Use

Source Constant Coefficient -Rs 'o Significance
2

Harris

UC

0.145

0.315

0.115

0.295

818.17

35.62

0.001

0.001

0.088

0.008
II

The model tested was: 1. = a 4- b C.

where: is the number of unrecorded uses of volume iwhere: the

C. is the number of recorded uses of volume

a is a constant to be estimated

b is a coefficient to be estimated
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analyses clearly support the belief that, while there appears to be a measurable

statistical relationship between recorded and unrecorded use, the relationship is too

Weak to have predictive value for individual volumes.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CURRENT USE AND CIRCULATION HISTORY.

The long er !a volume has bee dor

kind, recorded or unrecorded.

ies likely it is to receive use of

Urquhart and Urquhart (1976) used the questionnaire method developed by

Fussier and Simon (and used at UC) to measure all uses of a sample of monographs

over a period of time. Urquhart and Urquhart discovered that 1) monographs which

have not been circulated recently have a fairly high likelihood of being used, and

2) the rate of use is not sensitive to the number of gears since last use, but rather to

the subject matter of the material. Their findings are displayed in Table 3. It

would appear that, in the aggregate, about 15 percent of materials that have not

circulated within the last six or more years will receive current use, regardless of

their exact period of dormancy.

In Table 4, IX data are compared with the Urquhart and Urquhart findings for

dormancy periods of 6, 10 and 12 years.
1 Use rates are somewhat lower in the TIC

sample, but the difference is small and relatively constant, as the last column of

Table 4 indicates. Although Table 4 indicates strong similarities between the present

study and Urquhart results, detailed analysis of UC data does not support Urquhart's

finding that the rate of current use is insensitive to dormancy period.

-The maximum dormancy period recognized in this study is 13 yea.'s. Since the Santa
ruz 'campus officially opened -in- the 1965 academic -year, it is impossible for a

Santa Cruz volume to have been 'dormant for more than 13 years (excepting pre-
1965 acquisitions by the Lick Observatory, which could represent only an 'insignifi-
cant proportion of the UC sample),
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TABLE 3

The Relationship Between Current Use and Last .Circulation Date:
Urquhart Findings

Subject

Physics

Years Since
Last Circulation

Number of
Volumes

Number of
Volumes Used

Percent of
=Volumes Used

1)

6
10
12
15

191
125
107

61

-54
32

-23
17

28.00
/ 26.00

21.00
28.00

Politics 6 161 27 17.00
10 104 18 17.00

-12 86 14 16.00
15 76 14' 18.00

Engliih Literature 6 235 22 9.00
10 159 12 ,8.00

12 122 10 8.00
15 101 8 8.00

Medicine 6 215 35 16.00
10 143 17 12.00
12 117 14 12.00
15 76 9 12.00

All Subjects(1) 6 802 138 17.21
10 531\ 79 14.88
12 432 N 61 14.12
15 314 48 15.29

Unweighted Mean(2)
(standard deviation)

SOURCE: Urquhart (1976), p. 87, Table 4.

NOTES: (1Y Calculated from Urquhart data.
(2) For "All Subjects" data only.

15.38
(1.32)



TABLE 4

Rates of Current Use of Dormant Materials in the
Urquhart and University of California Studies

Volumes Having a
Dormancy. Period
(in Years) Equal
to or Greater Than;

Percent o
Urquhar

Volumes Used

6 17.21 15.97 1.24

1Q 14.88 13.68 1.20

12 14.12 12.75 1.37
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The discrepancy may arise from the way in which the Urquhart data are ,

presented. The complete presentation of UC data in Table 5 leaves little doubt that

use rates decline as dormancy period increases. The decline is most marked in the

first few years. From dormancy periods of zero to seven years, the use rate declines

almost 12 percent, from 27.55 percent. to 15.63 percent. In the last six rows of

Table 5, the rate changes only 2.75 percen4 from 15.63 percent to 12.88 percent,

-.The form of the data invites the attempt to fit a smooth curve to the findings.

Since the rate of change is not constant, some non-linear function must be involved.

The, relationship between dormancy period and proportion of materials used can be

described by an exponential function.
2 The actual data and the exponential curve are

shown in Figure 4.

It is notable that the cumulative presentation used by Urquhart and Urquhart,

and adopted for the presentation of LTC data in Table 5, tendt to obscure a rather

dramatic difference in the use rates of dormant and recently-circulated materials.

In Table 5, for instance, we see that, for the entire UC sample (dormancy periods of

zero years or more), the total use rate was 27.55 per .cent; for materials with

dormancy periods of 13 ypars or more, the total use rate was only 12.88 per cent.

However, for volumes with dormancy periods of exactly zero years (i.e. volumes for

which the most recent circulation--prior tb the beginning of the UC study--was in

1978), the total use rate during the present study was 69.94 per cent. Table 6 and

Figure 5 indicate the wide differences in use rates, which are obscured in Table 5.

Table 6 also;shows the presence of a statistical problem which arises when a

random sample is used to study this issue: for dormancy periods greater that five

2Least-squares estimates yield the equation 7723.6229 (e ex (1.0541r), where
P=proportion used, Y.Tdorniancy period in y
equation is 0.9161.

17tsquare or the estimated
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TABLE 5

Rates of Recorded and'Unrecorded Use of Dormant Library Materials
During the University of California Study

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of

Volumes Having a Volumes That Volumes That Volumes That

Dormancy Period
(in Years) Equal

Number
of.

Received One,
or More

Received One
6 or More

Received One
or More

1:

to or Greater Than Volumes Recorded Uses Unrecorded Uses Total Uses

0 (All Ite s) 3,666 4.09 25,34 27.55

1 s 3,503 2.11 24.44 25.58

2 3,079 1.53 21.68 22.54

3 2,387 0.88 18.82 19.19

'4 2,162 0.65 17.48 17.85
ry 5 1,946 0.41 16.80 17.01

6. 1,760 0.23 15.91 15.97

7 1,427 0.21 15.63 15.63

8 1,278 note 2 15.41 15.41

9 1,157 14.31 14.31

10 1,067 13.68 13.68

11 977 12.59 12.59

12 918 12.75 12.75

13 862 12.88 12.88

°TES: Column 4 is not the sum of Columns 2 and 3, since some volumes received

both recorded and unrecorded uses. See Appendix D, Glossary, for
operational definitions Of recorded,' unrecorded,,andtotal use.

Beyond this dormancy period, the number of volumcla receiving recorded

use falls to a low leve (2 volumes or less). The proportion of
volumes receiving ree:orJd use can be assumed to be approximately

constant beyond this -lint.
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TABLE 6

Rates of Use of Library Material by Discrete
Dormancy Period

volumes Having a
Dormancy Period
(in Years) Exactly
E ual to

Number
of

Volumes

Percentage of Volumes
that Received One
or More Total. Uses

.

0 163 69.94

l 424 47.64

2 '692 34.10

3 225 32.00

4 216 25.46
186 26.88
333 17.42

7 149 17.45

8 111 27.03

9 100 21.00

10 90 25.56

11 59 10.17
56 10.71

'13 or more 862 12.88



FIGURE 5

Use Rate By Discrete Dormancy Period
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years, the sample sizes for individual dormancy periods generally become too small to

be statistically useful .Comparison of Figi:xres 4 and 5 shows that when individual,

rather than cumulative, dormancy periods are used in the analysis, the pattern of

measured use rates is considerably more erratic. A curve fitted to the data in Table

6 provides less satisfactory results. Naturally, the problem of small sample sizes is

aggravated when one begins to subdivide the UC sample by form of material or some

other characteristic (as we will do in the following sections). To assure that the

problem of small sample size does not obscure the underlying patterns of use which

we have discovered in the data, only cumulative distributions will be used in the

subsequent analyses of.dormaney periods.

unrecorded use than recorded use-

Finding 5: If a dormant volume is used at all it is much more likel to receive

unrecorded use recorded .

The most striking characteristic of the unexpectedly high current use rate for

long-dormant materials is that it is composed almost entirely of unrecorded uses.

Table 5 shows that current circulated use is virtually negligible for materials that

have not circulated in 6 or more years--less than one-quarter of one percent during

the period of study. The proportion of total use which is accounted for by unrecorded

use rises consistently as the period of dormancy increases. Table 7 shows that, for

the entire sample, there were ,6.2 volumes used in-house for every volume circu-

lated.4 For volumes that had not circulated in the last seven years or more, there

were 74 with unrecorded use for every one receiving recorded use

uare=0.7674, as contrasted with 0.9161 for the cumulative data.

4A' few volumes are used both ways (see Table 5). These volumes are double counted
in Table 7--i.e4,counted as having both recorded and unrecorded use See Appendix
0, Glossary, for operational definitions of recorded and unrecorded use
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TABLE 7

Ratio of Volumes with Unrecorded and Recorded Use
by Cumulative Dormancy Period

Volumes Having a
Dormancy-Period
(in Years) Equal
to or Greater Than:

(1) (2)

Percentage of Percentage of
Volumes That Volumes That Unrecorded Uses

Received One or. Received One or per Recorded Use
More Recorded Uses

2
More Unrecorded Uses

2
(Col.'2 = Col. 1)

0 4.09 25.34
1 2.11 \24.44
2 1.53 21.68
3 0.88 18.82
4 0.65 17.48
5. 0.41 16.80

0.23 15\.91

0.21 15\.63

NOTES:

- 6.20
11.58
14.17
21.39
26.89
40.98
69.17
74.43

Beyond a dormancy period of seven years, the number of volumes
receiving recorded usi falls to a low level (2 volumes or less).
The proportion of volumes receiving recorded use can be assumed
to be approximately constant beyond this pc;int.

Prom Table 5, page 27.
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Fussier andSimon (1969) address this question indirectly. The data presented in

Tables 37 and 38 of their book appear to indicate that materials are more likely to be

used in-house than charged out if they have never been charged out before, or if they

have not been charged out recently, and they report that "there does seem to be some

tendency for low-use books to get proportionally more /unrecorded use7" (p. 114).

A gtaphic presentation of the unrecorded/recorded use ratios (Figure 6)

suggests the existence of a functional relationship. 5 The strength of this functional

relationship lends considerable support to Fussier and Simon's conclusion. Dormant

volumes are less likely to be used, but if they are used at all, they are more likely to

be used in- house.

To say that long-dormant library materials have a fairly high probability of

receiving unrecorded use is not to say that the unrecorded;u:;d of dormant materials

composes. a large share of current use of the libraries. Table 8 and Figure 7 show the

cumulatiVe percentage of .volumes receiving one or more uses of any kind, by

dormancy period. About 14 percent of the circulating volumes which were used during

the present study had dormancy periods of 10 years or more. Because of the

characteristics of the sample used for this study, it would not be appropriate to infer

that this proportion holds for a typical collection of monographs and bound peribdi-

als in a university library.

5R=7)049 (e exp 0.3541Y), where R=ratio of unrecorded to recorded uses, and Y

is the dormancy period in yeari; R-square=0.9841.
45
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FIGURE

Ratioof Unrecorded to-Recorded Use by Cumulative

Dormanc Period: Actual Ratios and Fitted Curve
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TABLE 8

Cumulative Probortion of,Volumes With One
or More Uses by Cumulative Dormancy Period

Volumes Having a Dormancy
Period (in Years) Equal
to or Greater Than:

Percent of All Sample,
Volumes Used Durint the Stud

0

1

100.00
83.60

-2 68.71

3 45.35

4 38.22

5 32.77

6 27.82

7 22.08

8 19.50

9 16.53

10 14.46'

11 12.18

-12 11.58

13 10.99



FIGURE 7 .

Cumulative Proportion of Volumes With One or More Uses BY

Cumulative Dormancy Period-: Actual Values and Fitted Curve
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THE EFFECT OF CONTROL VARIABLES ON THE RELATIONS I IF BETWEEN
.

DORMANCY PERIOD AND CURRENT USE

Prior Circulation

Findin ms which have circulated in the 'ast are more lik to receive current use

than are volumes which have never circulated even when dorman

into account.

od is taken

Table 9 presents data on volumes used by dormancy, period separately for

volumes which have circulated in the past and those which have no record of prior

circulation.. Within both groups, ther3 is an obvious tendency, for use rate to decline

as the dormancy period increases, but the relationship between dormancy and use

rate is noticeably weaker for items with prior circulation.6 Figure 8 shows estimated

.exponential curves for materials with and without prior circulation.

Form of Material

Table 10 presJnts use data separately for periodicals and monographs. Here one

sees strikingly different patterns. Use rates for periodicals drop off in a familiar and

consistent pattern as dormancy periods increase, and a curve fitted to these data is

consistent with the pattern for the sample as a whole.? This is not surprising, since
4

periodicals comprise 75 percent of the UC sample. Monographs show a quite

different pattern. First, use rates are considerably higher. Second, recorded use

rates are negligible for materials which have been dormant for a year or more.

6-For uncirculated books, P=17.4360 (e exp-0.0295Y), R-square=0.906. For
previously circulated books, P=30.7623 '(e exp-0.0497Y), R,square=0.795.

23.1572 (e exp-0.0539Y); R-square=0.9294. 49



TABLE 9

Volumes Use by Cumulative Dormancy Period:
Volumes With and Without Previous Circulation

1 (2) (3) (4)

Volumes Having a Percentage of Percentage of - Percentage of

Dormancy Period Volumes That Volumes That Volumes That

-7-rin-47`earg) Number -Received One Received One Received One

Equal to or of oz More Recorded or More UnrecOrded or More Total

rr Greater Than: Volumes Uses Uses Uses

0 (All 1 terms

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13

a
0- (A11 Items)

1_

2

9

10

11
12
13

VOlumes:With Previous Circulation,

35.791,995 *163, '32.06

1,832 3.38 30.93 32.75

1,408 g.49 26.83 28.27

1,023 1.86 24.27 25.12

815 1.47 .21.84'. 22.82

639 0.94 21.44 22.07

48,2 0.41 20.12 20.33

348 0.29 20.11 20.11

253 Note. 2 21.34 21.34

178 19.66 19.66

126 , 18.25 18.25

91 1538 15.38

70 18.57 18.57

19.61 19.61

olumes thout Previous eC .rculation

0.72 17.35 17.71

1,671 0.72 17.35 17.71

1,671,, 0.72 17.35 17.71

1,364 0.15 14.74 14.74

1,347 Note 2 14.85 14.85

1,307 14.54 14.54

1,278 14.32 14.32

1,079 14.18' 14.18

1,025 13.95 13.95

989 13.35 13.35

941 13.07 13.07

886 12.30 12.30

848 12.26 12.26

811 12.45 12.45

0

Column 4 is not the sum of Columns 2 and 3,. since some-volumes received

-both recorded and unrecorded uses. See Appendix D, Glossary, for

operational definitions of 'recorded,'nnrecorded, and total use;
0

c-!

Beyond this dormancrperiod, the number of volumes receivingcrecorded_

use fills- to 4, 1C4-level.(2 volumeS _oe_less). The proportibn of volumes

reCeiVing.rep,...ded use can be assumed to-be approximately-constant,

a



FIGURE 8

Use Rate by Cumulative Dormancy Period for Volumes
With 'and Without Previous Circulation. Fitted Curves
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TABLE 10

\

Volumes Used by Cumulative Dormancy Period:

(1)

Periodicals and Monbgraphs

(2) (-3) (4)

Volumes Having a Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of

Dormancy Period. Volumes That yblumes That Volumes That

(in Years) Number Received One or Received One or Received One or

Equal to or of More Recorded More Unrecorded More Trpll

GreaterThan: Volumes Uses \ Uses Uses

Periodicals

0 (All ;to 2,763 2.68 23,28

1 2,757 2.61 23\.15

2 2,522 1.82 2056
3 1,975 1.01 .17.93

4. 1,851 0.70 16.80

5 1,711. 0.47

6 1,582 0.25 15.68

7 1,288 0.23 15.30.

1,182 Note 2 14.97.

9 :1,105 14.12

'10 1,023' 13.49

11 12.46

12 *97 12.49

13 847 12.75

Mon_ _aphs

-0 (All ite 903 8.42 31.66

1 746 0.27, 29.22

2 557 0.18 26.75

3 412 23.06

4. 311 21.54

5 235 18.72

6 178 17.98

7 139 18.71

96 20.83

9 62 17.74

,10 44 18.18

11 30 16.67

12 21 23.81

13 15 20.00

24.68

24.56
21.61
18.38
17.23
16.77
15.74
15.30
14.97
14.12
13.49
12.46
12.49
12.75

36.32
-29.36

26.75:
23.06
21.54 :

1798
18.71
20.83
17.74
18.18
16.67-

23.81
20.00

7

NOTES: 1. Column 4 is not the sum of Columns 2 and 3, since'some volumes received

both.recorded and unrecorded uses. See Appendix D, Glbssary, for
.operational definitions of recorded, unrecorded, and total use.

1

Beyond this deirmancy period, the number of volumes receiving

recorded use falls to a low level (2 volumes or less). The
proportion of volumes receiving recorded use can be assum
to be ,,approximately constant beyond this Point.
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Third, the total use rate declines only for the first five or six years, and then begins

to behave quite erratically.

It maybe plausible to suggest that for monographs dormant for more than about six

year's, the use rate is about constant regardless of dormancy period.. This notion gains

some support from curve-fitting analysis, and it can be shown that, it the actual

average use_rate_for_aily_manograph with a dormancy period of three 'or more years is

20 percent re agidless of the exact period of dormancy, the data shown for the longer

dormancy periods in Table 10 could have resulted from chance.
8

Subjedt of the Material

iSample volumes were classified into 28 subject areas using the codkng algorithm

presented in Figure 9. The 28 specific subjects are based on the schema developed at

the University 'of California, Berkeley (1975). The Berkeley schema was modified

,somewhat to allow classification solely by the first one or two letters of the Library
_Q

of Congress (LC) class number, without regard .to the numeric portions (to expedite

data processing). Where fine distinctions appeared not to be analytically useful,

subject categories were combinedfor example, four categories of languages and

literature in the P classifications were reduced to a pingle class (Class 14 in Figure

9). Finally, recognizing that many of the = 28, subject classes would be poorly

represented.ti the sample for statistical purposes, ..a higher level_ of classification was

impoed.

8The 95% confidence interval of use pl.oportions for all dormancy periods equal to or
greater than three years contains the value' 2n -percent. This' is not true, for
aggregate dormancy periods of one or two years. For instance, the 95% confidence
interval for volumes with dormancy periods of two or more years is 26.75 + 3.68
percent, or 23.07 to 30,43 percent. For N's greater than 100, the standard foFmula,
P 1.961/ 1- P) /N`1 was used to estimate the 95% confidence interval. For N's less
than 100, a small sample nornograN1 was used (Wonnadott and Wonnacott, 1972,
p. 176).



ZIGURE 9:

CALL BR CODING ALGORITHM

(0) GENERAL WORKS

00 General works: Ax.

01 Books, bibliographies,-library science :,

02- Sports,'games, recreation: GV

03 Military science: U,V

(1)- HUMANITIES

10 Philosophy: B-BD,

11 Religion: BL-BX
12 Music: Mx
13 Arts, architecture, environmen
'14 Languages-and literature: Px

15 History: C -CS, Fx

(2) SOCIAL- SCIENCES

20 General: Et

21 `Psychology: BF
22_ Archeology and anthropology: CC GN-GT

23 .Geography: G-GF
24 -EconomiretarEess, management:
25 Sociol y: HM-HX

26 Political science, law: JX,Rx

27 Education:' Lx

al design: Nx, TR

RI

GENERAL SCIENCE-
, .

30 General Science;
31 Mathematics and istics: HA, QA

4) PHYSICAL SCIENCES

40 Astronomy: 1213

41 rtlysAcs::

42- Chemistry:70-
43 'Geology: (:)E-7

44 Technologyand engin e

(5) BIOLOGICAL CIENCES

50 Biological sciencest. H-011

51 Health sciences and 'professions:__
52 Agriculture and natural resources:--Sx -':

T-TP TS-TX

NOTE: indicates that all single- and double-letter combinations-beginning

capitalized letter are included, e;g Ax includes A, AC, AP,



Initially, the authors attempted to classify the 29 subjects int \four disciplines-

Humanities, Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, and Biological Sciences. The attempt

to compose this macro-classification led to the creation of two more "disciplines"

General Works and General Science. The assignment of subject classes to disciplines

is arbitraryhisory, for instance, is often considered as a social science discipline,

but was classified with the humanities in this analysis in the belief that the library

use patterns of historians might be more like use patterns in the humanities - -but it

was expected that real differences in use patterns by discipline, if they existed,

would not be seriously obscured by occasional mis-classification.

A summary analysisof the characteristics of book use by discipline is presente

in Table 11. The upper section lists the proportion of volumes which were used during

the study, for each dormancy period. The lines labelled N(0) and N(13) show the

numbers of sample volumes for each di§cipline group for the entire sample and for

dormancy periods of 13 or more years, respectively. These data are provided to

indicate the sample sizes on which the reported proportions and subsequent trend

analyses are based. The relatvely small sample sizes and the arbitrary nature of the

method of subject grouping suggest that conclusions not be drawn from this data.

The following discussion is intended only to suggest directions for further research in

this area.

Following the sample sizes, the ratio of in-house to circulated use, for volumes

in each discipline is. reported. A. high ratio of in-house use is not surprising for the

General Works category, since it is largely composed of bibtfographics and other

materials in the Z class.9 The bottom section of Table 11 reports the results of

attempts to fit an exponential curve. The resuresults of the trend aa4sis suggest that

should be remembered that the data and findings in this chapter of report
elate entirely to materials eligible for circulation.

5



TABLE 11

Volumes Used by Cumulative Dormancy Period: Subjects

PROPORTION USED DURING THE STUDY

Volumes Raving a
Dormancy Period
(in Years)
Equal to or
Greater Than

General
Works H

Clocial

es Sciences
General
Science

Physical
Sciences

Biolcgical
Sciences

0 (All Items) 19.10 26.93 33.03 22.27 26.76 29.11

1 18.41 23.71 29.59 20.99 24.45 27.81

17.51 21.12 27.16 20.18 22.65 19.57

16.25 18.39 22;72 16.37 19.16 17.21

16.30 16.58 21.83 17.72 17.04 16.21

5 16.06 14.35 21.16 16.20 18.15 15.12

6 15.38 13.39 20.12 15.75 16.80 14.20

7 16.40 13.66 20.15 12.50 15.92 13.03

.8 17.65 14.58 19.03 12.79 15.03 11.03

19 16.67 14.67 18.64 12.50 12.18 10.75

10 14.94 15.11 17.80 13.16 10.56 8.95

11 13.99 13.94 18.24 11.84 8.73 8.84

12 15.04 13.78 18.71 13.04 8.62 9.28

13 14.40 13.90 17.93 14.29 9.52 8.79

1
N10) 356 1,047 778 247 527 711

N(11 ) 125 187 145 63 105 237

I/C
3 9.44 4.87 5.54 7.30 9.02 6.95

Expoiential
Fit:

a 18.2065 2 1 7896 28.2925 '20.4380 26.7500 25.3829

b
2

-0.0177 0445 -0.0426 -0.0440 -0.0878 =0.0933

R 0.6560.. 79/2 0.8203 0.7590 0.9508 0.9358

NOTES: 1. Number of volumes with cumulative dormancy period all volumes

in the discipline arel) ./

Number of volumes with, ,dormancy period 13 or more years.

"In-house/circulatedl ratio for all volumes in the discipline area.

Fitted to the equatinP a(e exp bY) where P4r proportion used, and

Y is the cumulative dormancy period.



there may be two or three obvious groupings of disciplines. The slope coefficients, or

rateof-change coefficients (coefficient "b" in Table 11) are very similar for the

Physical and Biological Sciences. The slope coefficients of these two disciplines, in

turn, are very different from those of the other subject groups. The exponential

curves provide very good fits to the Physical and Biological Science data; goodness-

of-fit is considerably lower for the other disciplines.

Among the remaining discipline groups, General Works seems to stand out as a

separate category, inasmuch as the slope coefficient for this "discipline" is markedly

different from the others. It is not clear why the last three groups- Humanities,

Social Sciences, and Gener :Scienceshould show such similarity, but the existence

of these multi-discipline groupings and the differences between them seem quite

evident from the quantitative findings and from the graphic presentations in

Figure 10 (actual data) and Figure 11 (fitted curves).

THE COMPOSITION OF RECORDED AND UNRECORDED USE

Three hundred and fifteen questionnaire responses provide greater detail about

the forms of recorded and unrecorded use. Table 12 presents the basiddata provided

by the questionnaire respondents. Among questionnaire respondent-4r\ the un-

recorded/recorded use ratio was 2.44:1. Recalling that the overall ratio for the

present sample was 6.04:1 (page 18 above), there is reason to believe that either

(1) many of the unrecorded uses measured in.the UC study were spurious (e.g., results

of stack shifts, inadvertent displacement of questionnaires, etc.) or (2) users who

made unrecorded use of a volume were less likely to complete and return question-

naires,
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FIGURE 10

Use Rate by Cumulative Dormancy.

Period by Subject: Actual Values
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TABLE 12

Modes of Use Reported by
Questionnaire Respondents

MODE OF USE NUMBER PERCENT

Charge out 85 29.1

Photocopy 36 12.3

Use at table 103 35.3

Use at shelf 68 23.3

TOTAL 292 100.0
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While the first hypothesis cannot be discounted, the second hypothesis derives

some support from the discovery that the ratio of all unrecorded uses .to table uses in

the questionnaire responses is 2.01:1 (if photocopyihg is treated as a table use, the

ratio is 1.49:1). This ratio contrasts markedly with the ratio of 19.43:1 reported by

Harris in a similar study (page 17 and Table 1, above). There are two plausible

reasons for the difference in UC and Harris findings. The first reason, fundamental

differences between the two studies in the user behavior being measured, is not

strongly supported: UC stack-check data are similar to Harris' data in terms 'of the

ratio of unrecorded and recorded uses (Table 1) and the strength of relationship

between recorded and unrecorded use (pages 21 to 23 above)., The second reason

is that users who used materials at the shelf were significantly less likely to complete

and return their questionnaires. Since Harris did not rely on voluntary completion 6_

questionnaires to determine this ratio,10 his data were not contaminated by a

response bias. This bias seems highly likely considering the diff'.!ulty in'. .ted in

filling out a long and complex questionnaire while standing at the shelf. The

phenomenon could also be explained by the hypothesis that a large number of the

shelf uses constitute acts of casual browsing or consult-and- eject" transactions in

which users may have felt that it was not worthwhile to complete an extensive

questionnaire. In any case, there seems to be a strong possibility that Zhe

questionnaire responses are biased against complete reporting of at-the-shelf uses.

0Harris used specially-placed book slips, like the UC questionnaires, and measured
total use by displacement (or disappearance) of the slips. He then subtracted thja
book stamps associated with (1) charges and (2) items reshelved by library staff,
which- all received special date stamps, to determine the ,number of at-the-shelf
uses (i.e., items reshelved by the user). The number of table uses was obtained
directly from the number of staff reshelving stamps. Thus,a Harris' data are prone
to overstating at-the-shelf use in exactly the same way as the stack-check data
from the UC study.

62



DETERMINANTS Of THE MODE OF USE

Table 13 shows the distribution of mode of use by cumulative dormancy period

(columns 3-7). Given the previous findings, it is not surprising to discover that as the

cumulative dormancy period increases, the percentage of use accounted for by

circulation decrease-3 (column 3) while (with the exception of photocopying) the

percentage accounted for by in-house use increases (columns 4-6, 8, 9). If one

assumes that photocopied volumes, like volumes used at tables, are generally

reshelved by staff (column 9) one may combine photocopy and table uses. The data

suggest that the relative proportions of in-house use accounted for by table use and

photocopying and by at-the-shelf use are not particularly sensitive to dormancy

period (columns 10, 11). There is some tendency for at-the-shelf use to increase for

materials with longer dormancy, but the trend is erratic and not statistically reliable.

Thus, it appears from the limited data that (1) unrecorded use comprised a larger

share of of total use for dormant materials, but that (2) the mix of unrecorded use as

between table and photocopy use and at-the-shelf use is about constant with respect

to dormancy period.

Not surprisingly, at-the-shelf use tends to be associated with at-the-shelf

discovery of unknown items; searches for known items are somewhat more likely to

"result in circulated or table use (see Glossary, Appendix D). The predictive

relationship is not strong, however-;11 53 percent of unknown items are charged out,

used at tables, or photocopied (82 percent of known items are used in these three

modes).

1 minetrie lamda is 0.12 with mode of use dependent. The asymmetric lambda
statistic (cf. Nie, 1975, pp. 225-226, or any text on non-parametric statistics)
relating mode of discovery to 'mode of use is 0.12 when mode of use is = the
dependen-rvariablethat-W-mr-aility to-predict-the-mode-of-use-of-a_partientAr
book is improved by 12 percent if its mode of dormancy is known. If the two
variables were completely independent, the value of lambda would be zero; if we
could predict the mode of use from the critical date without error, the value of

iR



(1)

Volumes Having

a Dormancy

Period

(in pars)

Equal to or Number of. Charged Photo-

Greater Than: Volumes Out copied

TABLE 13

Mode of Use by Cumulative Dormancy Period

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Proportion of Volumes by Mode of Use (%)

.0 (All Items)

1

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

NOTE,

Used at

Table

Used at

Shelf Total

All In-

House (45+6)

(9)

Reshelved

By Staff (4+5)

(10) (11)

Proportion of All

In-House Use (I):

Resbelved Used at

By Staff Shelf

212 29.25 15.09 33.02 22.64 100.00 70.75 48.11 68.00 32.00

186 24.73 16.13 36.02 23.12 100.00 75.27 52.12 69.28 30.72

147 19,73 13.61 40.82 25.85 100.01 80.27 54.43 67.80 32.20

85 18.82 12.94 43.53 24.71 100,00 81.18 56.47 69,56 30.44

67
100;00 82.09- 53773- 65.45-----34.55

17.91 -M43-40.30-2816-
58 17.24 13.79 39.66 29.31° 100.00 82.76 53,45 64.58 35.42 I

47 14.89 12.77 44.68 27.66 100,00 85.11 57145 67.50 32.50

40 17.50 12.50 47.50 22.50 100.00 82.50 60.00 72.73 27.27

33 12.12 9.09 51.52 27.27 100.00 07.88 60.61 68.97 31.03

26 15.38 3.85 53.85 26.92 100.00 84.62 57,70 68.19 31.81

25 16.00 4.00 52.00 26.00 100.00 84.00 56,00 66.67 . 33.33

22 9.09 4.55 54.55 31.82 100.01 90.91 59.10 65.00 35.00

20 10.00, 5.00 50.00 35.00 100.00 90.00 '55,00 61.11 38.89

80 questionnaire responses are excluded due to absence of data required to compute `dormancy period

of the volume.

Deviations from 100 percerit are due to rounding.

63
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Modes of use show moderate differences according to the status of the users.12

Graduate students show some propensity to charge materials out; library staff and

npn-UC users tend to favor in-house use, undergraduates generally eschew photo-

copying, and faculty use emphasizes photocopying and use at tables. As `1%.-ble 14

indicates, these differences are not strong: despite, for instance, the tenGncy of

masters-level students to charge materials out, 21.7 percent of their use of retrials

is at tables or at the shelf. Looking specifically at shelf use, we see that almost half

of this mode of use is accounted for by undergraduates (Table 15).

PATTERNS OF UNRECORDED USE OVER TIME

describe the Ion

unrecorded use cannot safel be eneralized to

atterns of unrecorded use of libr collections.

Table 4 showed that 13.68 percent of the sample volumes with dormancy

periods of 10 or more years received unrecorded use during an academic quarter. One

can expect that in the subsequent academic quarter, about 13 pe"cent of materials

with 10-year dormancy periods will show unrecorded use. One cannot, however, be

sure that the same volumes are used in both quarters. Cross-sectional methodologies

of short duration cannot reveal the truth of this matter. There are only two sure

methods to determine how many volumes are used once or more in-house over, say

ten-year period -- either run a study of in-house use for ten years, or find ways to

convert unrecorded uses into recorded ones.

12 mrnetric lamda 0.04 with mode of use dependent.

65
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TABLE 14

Mode of Use by Status of User

Status of.User
All

2
e of Faculty-

1
Doctoral Masters Undergrad -Lib Staff Other Users.

Charge Out 24.2 35.4 56.5 31.1 10.0 11.5 29.1

Photocopy 21.2 18.8 21.7 7.6 6.7 11.5 12.3

Use at Table 27.3 31.3 17.4 36.4 50.0 46.2 35.3

Use at Shelf 27.3 14.6 4.3 25.0 33.3 30.8 23.3

TtTALS 100.0 100.1 99.9 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Respondents_ 33 48 23 132 30 '26 292

NOTES: includes'"FacultyProxies," i.e. graduate students and others who

responded that they were acting in behalf of a faculty member

2. This-category consists primarily of nonUC users-but includes a

few UC respondents.

Percentaces may not sum to 100 due to-rounding.
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TABLE 15

At-the-Shelf Use by Status of User

Status

Number of
At-the-Shelf Uses

Percent c

At- the -Shelf Uses

Faculty 9 13.2

Doctoral -7 10.3

Masters 1 '1.5

Undergraduate 33 .48.5

Library Staff 10 14.7

Other 8 11.8

Total 68 100.0

07
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ttONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Before proceeding toreview the findings of this study on unrecoidt.3 use of library

material, it is important to note that there is considerable clisagreement on the

relative importance of the various kinds of library use investigated here. In the past,

for instance, it has been common for library researchers to assume that at-the-shelf

use is casual and of little importance to library users; this asEumption has often been

disputed, especially by research scholars. The arguments on both sides of this

question are highlighted in the recent debates over the Pittsburgh. studies of library

use (see, for instance, Shad, 1979). The University of Cslifo n a study does not

differentiate between the various forms of use in terms of importance, but we do not

assume that all forms of use' can be equated.

The Level of Unrecorded Use

The findings of this study, supported by those of previous research, clearly show

that the use of the collections of research libraries is greater than would .be indicated

by circulation statistics alone, perhaps as much as six times greater.

UnroeordedUse and Circulation _ Ilistor

It is evident from the findings of this study and previouS research that the least-

recent y circulated library materials are the least-frequently used- library materials

even given a very broad definition of the term ruse."



Unrecorded Use Wand At-the-She Discove

There is a natural tendency to equate unrecorded use with the at- the --shelf

discovery. This- often implicit assumption is made explicitly by Fussier and Simon

(1969, p. 107):

Non-recorded use is the use of books that does not result in an entry on the, book

cards, because the book is used in a book stack, an open shelf reading room, etc.

.rTaig is the use of books that are not brought to readers by messenger.

Substantially' all non-recorded use is browsing.

Fussier and Simmon collected data on both the method of finding the book and the

mode of use (see the Fussier and ,Simon questionnaire, Fig4re 1, page 9, above), but

did not use their data to test this assumption.

Although relevent data in the UC study come from a small number of question-
-a

noires, They do not support the belief that there is a strong association between use

within the library and initial discovery at the shelf., In the absence of further
-.-

research, one should treat' the two phenomena as entirely independent.

Bale Reseiirch in General Co&ctions

Findings 4 and 6 show that_differences in the characteristics of materials form
(

of material, circulation history) are associated with measurable differences in their

rates of -unrecorded use Within particular categories of material, however, use

appears to be random with respect 'to the variables that we can readily,' measure (e.g.

Finding 3). Expansion of the present tine of research could lead to development of a
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-ies, including perhaps language, subject and other

. characteristics. However, linew- !increases in the number of categories investigated

require' geometric increases in sample sizes and research costs. Such, research could
_

!

not eliminate uncertainty about the future use of individual' volumes and, we believe,

would nave only marginal practical value Isar planning and collection management.

Further, crosi-sectional studies 'f* the sort reported her cannot entirely overcome /
the problem of measuring unrecorded use over time (Fin ing 7). For these reasons;

1

we conclude that continuation of ' the present line pf investigation of general
/

/

collections would not warranted.

Although extended study of the unrecorded use of general collections is not

recommended, there may be merit in studjing the we of narrowly defined special

collections. The nature of such studies would dep d on the characteristics if the

collections to be investigated and the specific poliy or operating questions to be

addressed.

Pro rams to Record Unrecorded Use

Several techniques exist for 'recording the use of m consulted t , bles and

1
/

carrels and pjcked up for reshelving by library staff, in tiding stamping the circula-

tion slips .of e books (Harris, 1977) and marking the spins of the books with colored

\
I

labels (Shaw, 1978a, 1978b). Although these techniques, notnot capture and record

uses in which users reshelve their own material, their adop ion by the /University f

California Libraries could bring at \least three benefits: (1) vercorning the problem

of measuring use over time (Finding 7) by creating a graphic r =cord of the current and

\

past table uses of Individual volumes; (2) clearly documenting portidn of the use of
I

i
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library collections whieq is not now measured or verifiable, for budgeting and

planning purposes; and (3) identifying the specific volumes which are and are not used

at tables, for the purpose of collection management, particuaily to aid in selection of

"materials for relegation to regional compact shelving facilities.

71
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CHAPTER IV

AT-THE-SHELi DISCOVERY OF LIBRARY MATERIAL

At-the-shelf discovery (browsing) is a complex and controversial subject. As

Hyman (1972) has pointed out, bro sing as an activity of l. brary users is extricably. .

bound together with the science and technology of bibliographic control and access,

the philosophical and practical problems of book classification and direct access to

the shelves, and the question of the ultimate valiie. of materials secured through

browsing. The subject' is so complex that Hyman devotes 134 pages of literature

review and etymological analysis to develop a "functional definition" of browsing..

The result of this effort is the rather unilluminating statement, "Browsing is, that

activity, subsumed inothe direct shelf /Fir open-shelf7 approach, whereby materials

arranged for use in the library are examined in the reasonable expectation that

.desired or valuable items or information might be found among those materials

arranged on the shelves" (p. 131).

Everyone agrees that browsing occurs, but there is little consensus on it value.

When Hyman asked 152 librarians and library educators to assess the statement,

"Browsing is essential -for academic research above the beginner level," only 45.6

percent agreed. Thirty-eight percent disagreed with the statement, and a bit over 16

percent were undecided or gave another answer.

In a study at Georgia Tech, faculty members rated browsing-as one of the.least

probable ways to secure useful library material (Greene, 1973). In two tests (before

and after institution of "a microfiche catalog/telephone request system called

LENDS), the average value of items discovered through citations, colleagues, library
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catalogs (including the microfiche catalog), book reviews and the users' memories

were all judged to be more valuable- than materials discovered through browsing

(Greene, p. 89).

Despite considerable ambiguity about the value of browsing, it appears that

almost no one wants to live without it. In Hyman's study, "over 81 percent agreed

that 'browsing provides a valuable learning experience' "--the second highest percen-

tage of., agreement in the study (Hyman, p. 376-377). "More than three-fourths

disagreed with a categorical statement that nothing could be accomplished by

browsing in a general research collection that could not be done better by indirect

bibliographic means" (Hyman, pp. 377-378). However, "the defense for browsing was

little couched in terms of intellectual benefits foi subject study in classified stacks.

The commonly mentioned advantages were. . .the determination of works' availabili

/on the shelf7 and the inspection of their indexes to identify information not revealed

by the-card catalog" (Hyman, p. 378).

THE INCIDENCE OF AT -THE -SHELF DISCOVERY

Findin Thin. two. ercen he uses re ed b uestionnai e respondents. were o

unknown ite ms selected by browsing).

Regardless of what the term means, or how highly the results of the activity

are judged, there is no doubt that browsing accounts for a substantial portion of the

use of the mat vials in a research library. Table,16 summarizes the findings of
,

several relevant studies of the proportion of library we accounted fors by discovery of

library materials at the shelf. 'These studies suggest that between 14 and 77 percent

le material used in academic libraries is first discovered at the shelf.
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TABLE 16

Findings of Previous Studies of At- the -Shelf Discovery

University f Pittsburgh

Percentage of
Library Material
Found by Browsin Notes

14.0

Patrons who claimed to browse
Science/Engineering
Humanities/Social Science

ain Reading Room

37..0

23.0 Circulated materials only

38.0 'Library of Congress
.

77.0 Physics monographs
75.0 History monographs

.34.0 Physics serials
49.0 History serials

(Note: includes all forms

32.1 Before fiche catalog/der Jot.
circulation only

30.6 After catalog/delivery syi.-.unri
circulation only

53.0

30.3. Science branches.



The UC questionnaire asked users whether, when they came to the shelf, they

were looking for the specific books in which they found the qUestionnaines. QuctIon-

naire respondents indicated that'2 percent of the books they used were previusly

'unknown items (Table47) i.e., were not specifically sought by the users when they

arrived at the shelf. This proportion is similar to those reported by Jain, Dthester,

Greene and the University of Pittsburgh (Table 16). Among respondents who: were

seeking. known items, the source most often used to locate needed materials was the

card catalog (at Santa Cruz, the book catalogs, accounting for 54 pq,,rc....mt of
4

responses for known items and 37 percent of all responses.. Thirty -ore percwit of

respondents looking for known items apparently were seeking items they ..md

before and were familiar with, as they claimed they "did not have (the) call numt-e-,

but knew about where to find (the book) on the shelf." The largest category of u )rs

of unknown items appeared to be engaged in open-ended browsing, directed by

the need for material on a general subject: 47 percent of respondents who found

prevjously unknown items were "looking through this part of the librmry for a book on

this general subject" (Table 1$).

DETERMINANTS OF AT-THE-SHELF DISCOVERY

Finding 9: isastaeasThmeasurable difference in the mode t3f discover for

pst_riodickimorhs but the relationship between mode of discover and form

of material is weak and showslittie sensitivity to the dormancy period of the

material.

Fussier and Simon (1969, Chapter 7) report on a statistic that they call "loose

core browsing," which includes all instances in which an item was discovered at the

shelf except the cases in which the volume was used only. to "glance at the title page"
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TABLE 17

Proportions 'of Known and Unknown

Items Reported by Questionnaire Respondents

Number Percent

Known, .Items 185 68.0

Unknown Items 87 32.0

_1
Total 272 100.0

NOTE: 43 responses (of 315) were excludedanswers were missing

or ambiguous (e.g., respondent gave multiple answers).
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,TABLE 18

Known and Unknown Items by Specific Mode of Discovery

Mode of Discovery Number

Percent of
Subtotal

Known Items .

Card /book catalog
Knew "abodt whele to find it
Other responses

Subtotal, known items

100
57-

28

185

54.1
30.8
15,1

100.0

Unknown Items

Book on "general subject" 41 47.1

"Systematic surry" of subject 22 .25".3

Other responses 24 27.6

Subtotal, unknown-' ems 87 100.0

TOTAL

NOTES2

-272

Percent of
Total

15.1
8.1
88

100.13

'Already knew call number (17), local bibliography 4);

frOm librarian (2); other (5).

Replacement for a known item 'not found-on shelf-(5);

in addition to a known item which was found (7);

other (12).

Total does not add 100% due to rounding.
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"skim through it while standing up"- Loose core browsing" reprefented 42.16,
percent of uses in which users retrieved their own books (computed from data

presented by Fuisler and Simon, p. 112). Of 295 volumes discovered by "loose core .

browsing" in 1959-1960, 75 (25.42 percent) had no recorded use during, the period

1949-1953 (computed from data presented.. by Fussier and Simon, pp. -113-114).

Undoubtedly, some of those 75 volumes circulated between 1954 and 1958, but the

study's presentation does not indicate how many of them were or were not chAed

out. Bowen (1961) reported on a survey conducted as a follow-up to the Fusler and

Simon study. Using the same site (th,e University of Chicago library), Bowen

interviewed users in the stacks and asked each of them to complete questionnaires

about the next four (or fewer) volumes they removed from the shelves. Bowen

-reported that 20 percent of the volumes selected by browsing had not circulated in

the previous ten years.

a

Although the evidence from questionnaire responses in the present study

suggests that materials which were recently acquired- or recently ;circulated are

somewhat less likely to be discovered by browsing (Table 19 and Figui.e 12), the data

are entirely consistent with the hypothesis that the browsing rate is constant for all

dormancy periods. The last column of Table 19 shows the percentage distribution of

unknown items by cumulative dormancy period. This coluffin shows, for instance, that

about 19 percent. of unknown items had not cirCulated in the last 10 years. This

figure is consistent with the rproportions found by Fussier and Simon and by Bowen.

The IJC data suggest that faculty are not unusually intensive browsers. As

Table 20 indicates, undergraduate students are the grout) most likely to Locate,

materials by browsing, followed. by the "other'! group (primarily non-LTG users) and by

i
library st

-
Among research-oriented users--faculty and graduate students--
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TABLE 19

O
r

-rSheIf DiscoVery by Cumulative Dormancy Period

Volumes Having a
, Dormancy Period '."0. Number
(in Years) Equal of Items

to or Greitek Than Used

270
241
200
126
108
97
86

7 64

57
51

10 48

11 45

12 43

13 42

0 (All Items )
1

1
2

3

4

Number of Unknown Items PerOent

Unalown as a Percent All Unknown

Items of Items Used _e_

85 31.48 100.00

72 84.71

64 32.00 75.29

43 '34.13' 50.59

38 35.19 44-.71

35 36.08 41.18

9 33.72 34.12

21 32.81 24.71

20 35.09 23.'53
18, 35.29 :21.18
16 33 :33 18-.82

16 35.56 18.82

15 34.88 17.65

15 35.71 17.65

NOTES: 1.. 45 (of 315) cases Missing due to-absenbe of data on mode of

discovery. and/or dormancy period.

79
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FIGURE 12'

Un wn:Items as. a Proportion of Items Used,
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TABLE 20

Proportions of Known Ana Unknown Items Used by Status User

Items Used by Status o

Faculty
Eootoral
Students

Masters.
udents

Under-
Graduates

Library
Staff Others Total,

80.0 83.7 904 56.5 71.0 68.0-

4

20.0' 16.3 10.0 43..4 29.0 32.0

100.0 - 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

25 43 20 129 31 24 272'

81
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faculty are thp most likely to select unknown items but the differences within the

research categories are not very great. riNventy-one percent of questionnaire

responses (56 of 272) represented browsing by undergraduates; only 2 percent (5 of

272) were attributable to browsingty faculty.

There., is a statisticaly measurable difference in the modes of discovery, for

periodicals .and monographs but the relationship between Mode of discovery and form

of material is not strong: : only 7.3 percent of the variance_ in mode of discovery° is

accounted for by the form of material. As the top section of Table 21 shows,

periodicals are more likely to be known items, while monographs are somewhat more

likely to be unknown items. There fs little difference in the incidence of browsing by

form of material when. dormancy period is taken into account. Among items that

have been dormant for more than 10 years, periodicals are slightly more likely to be
9

discovered at the shelf than is the case for materials that have been dormant for less

than ten years (Table 21), but the statistically measurable difference is quite small.

CONCLUSIONS

The failure orthis study to discover patterns in the incidence of at-the-shelf

discovery may be attributable to the small sample and low response rate in the

questionnaire portion of the study. However, it is by no means clear that more data,

or an amelioration of !_ias, would lead to more useful findings in this area. There may

be no simple empirical relationship between broWsing behavior and the variables that

are cornmo-nly used fu,- analytic planning and policymaking. To understand why users

browse, and what programs and technologies might adequately substitute for, or even

improve .the productivity this particular searching strategy, would appear to

involve a major resealeh effort hi the -best traditions of the social and behavioral

82
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TABLE I21

Known and Unknown Items by Form of Material
and Dormancy Period

Periodical
_ OF MATERIAL
Monographs All Items

All Dormancy Periods

Known Iterds (%) 76.1 /48.0 68.5

Unknown items (%) 23.9 52.0 31.5

Total (11)' 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number ofObservations 197 73 270

Items Dormant Less Than Ten Years

Known items 76.8 46.6 68.9

Unknown.. Item 23.2 53.4 31.1

Total ( %) 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Observations 164 222

Items Dormant Ten Years or More

Known Items (%) 72.2 53.3 .7

Unknown Items (%) 27.3 46.7 33.3

Total (%) 100,.0 100.0 100,0

Number of Observations 33 15 46
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sciences. It is not our impression that such research is forthcoming from the

academic community, although we may find that projects relating to the organization

and operation of automated catalogs and information-retrieval systems have

relevance to this problem.

We cannot recommend continued, investigation of at-the-shelf discovery in

general collections. It may, however, be feasible and desirable to conduct studies of
7

\

aspects of at-the-sheff discovery under conditions that are more controlled

than those that obtain in general collections. For example, an experiment might be

devised to Compare the utilization of items stored at the University's present storage

facility in Richmond with the use of identical items housed in 'open stacks at other

University of California campuses, to determine whether differences' in use can e

attributed to the effect of housing Materials in a remote, closed-access facility;

Useful findings could also be derived from similar expeFiments using the collections

of the ne regional compact shelving facilities, or from continuous programs to\

monitor the utilization of the regional facilities and evaluate the effectiveness of

their policies and programs.

4
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CHAPTER V

IMMEDIACY OF NEED FOR LIBRARY MATERIAL

DISTRIBUTION OF IMMEDIACY OF NEED

Finding 10:_ Nineteen 2rcent of volumes used were needed immediatel and 24

were needed within 24 hours.

Table 22 shows the distribution of perceived immediacy of need for materiali

for which questionnaires were returned.
13 The UC findings differ sOmewhat from

those of a study by Thompson (1978) conducted at the Riverside campus-(Table 23)...

Respondents in the present study appear tc show a somewhat h gher immediac:, of

need: more materials are needed immediately and fewer items appear in the "more

than one month" category than was the case at. Riverside. Because nie riverside

study did not resemble the present study in scope or method, it is not surprising that

the findings differ. There is, however, one point on which the two studies agree: a

bit less than 25 percent o respondents claimed that the items sought are needed in

24 hours or less. The 24-hour division is significant in that it represents, under

pt4sent UC policy;, the response-time demarcation between materials that should

remain on tk local campus and materials thLt could be housed at other sites in the

University ". ary system (University of California, 1977, p. 50).

DETERMINANTS OF IMMEDIACY OF NEED

-It is hypothesized that expressed immediacy of need for library material can be

fined by the joint action of three kinds of variables: characteristics of the

8 _

13As measured by responses to the question: "If this book had not been on the

shelf at this moment, how long, could you have waited 'before irceased to be
'i:eafiill:tet:.iirki-:for,mouistitedipurpose?" .
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TABLE 22

Distribution of Immediacy

Immediacy of Need

of Need in the U

Number

Study

Percent

Less than one hour 49 19.37

One hour to one day 11 4.35

(Subtotal: One day or less) (60) (23.72)

One to two days 35 13.83

Two days to one week '39 15.42

One week to one month 88 34.78

More than, one month 31 12.25

(Subtotal: More than one day) (191) (76.28

Subtotal: Valid responses 253 100.00

"Does Not Apply" 41

No answer

_Total 315

TAoLE 27

Distribution of iMmediacy,of Need in the Riverside Pilot Study(1)

Immediacy of Need Number Per cent

14.90

,:9.30-

Only Immediately

Less than 24 hours

188,

117

(Subtotal: One day or less) (305) (24.20)

Less than 48 hours _56 4.40

Less than one week. 149 11.80

Liss than one month 155 12.30

More than one month 594 47.20

(Subtotal; More than one,day) (954) p5.84

Total ,ty 1,259 100.00

1. Thompson (1978) -page 30.

86



materials used (some classes of material are typically needed more immediately than

others), characterics of the users (some classes of users typically have more

immediate need), and characteristics of the use transaction (including all kin,

"environmental variables " -_the purpose for which the material is sought, the time

year, the physical facilities of the library and the convenience of its charge-out

system, etc.). Analysis of VarianCe (ANOVA) was used in k attempt to relate an

extensive number of variables to reported immediacy of nee Only four variables

were found to have a statistically reliable relationship" with i =t .:liacy of need:

user status, the instittitional affiliation of the user, the way in wrier: e item was

discovered, (known or unknown Items), and the year of most circulation

(critical, year--see Glossary, Appendix D,--or,: conversely, dpri-nancy period). The

small sample size and the possibility T of biased responses litnit the applicability of

these statistical relationships: The following o lussion of the statistical relation-

ships found in these data should be taken only .s a to further research.

Status and affiliation are characteristics of the l!se; the mode of discovery is a

characteristic of the use transaction; and year of most recent circulation can

considered a characteristic of the mate, .e.1 used. Subsequent analysis indicated 1,

the two user variables are highly correlated with each other.
15 Cheosing the

strongest of the two variables (user status), the analysis was tinued using three

variables to represent the three hypothetical components of immediacy of nee&

dormancy period, user status, and mode of discovery.

Before continuing, it may be worthwhile to take note of the variables which the

statistical analysis indicated were not related to immediacy of need. The mode of

14At the 0.05 level. 87

15In a two-way ANOVA, the effects of the status and affiliation variables are not

statistically reliable at the 0.05 level; the two-way interaction between` these
variables is statistically reliable at the OM level or better.
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use (charged out, used at table, etc.)--a characteristic of the use transaction - - was

not statistically, related to immediacy of need either alone in conjunction with

mode of discovery or user status. The following characteristics o: the material were

found not to have a statistically reliable relationship to immediacy of need: dampus,

form of material (periodical or monograph), language, type of branch (main library or

science branch), subject of the material (using the coding in Figure 11, page 47),

circulation status (eligible for circulation or-libraryUse only) t'or year of publication.

The variable most strongly related to immediacy of need is user ,Itatus.

Table 24 shows the average immediacy of need by user group'. Non-UC users

Pothers") as a group, have a relatively low immediacy of need (i.e., are wiling to

t longer to have their requests satisfied0 Among UC affiliates, faculty have the

second-lowest immediacy of need: only library staff show a greater willingness to

wait for library material. While user status is the strongest of th variab:c2s relating

to immediacy of need, the relationship is not exceptionally strong ir. the ubsolu'Le

sense: only about eleven percent of the variance in immediacy of nee 's explained

by the status of the respondent.16

The second strongest relationship. with immediacy of need is shown by the mode

of discovery. Known items are wanted more immediately than unknown items: the

mean - immediacy for known items is 27.08 days (N s 148) and for unknown items,

59.94 days (N = 50). Again, the relationship is not particularly strong: only abovt

three percent of the variance in immediacy of need is accounted for by mode of

discoVery.
17

16R=0.326, R-square=0.106.

17R=,0.166-, ltTsquare=0.0,28.
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TABLE 24

rage Immediacy of Need by User Group

User Group Mean Immediacy
Need (Days

Number of
Cases

Faculty and Faculty Proxies 37.72 18

Doctoral Students 27.54 37

Mdters 3 tud ents 11.05 21 6

Undergraduates 26.19 107

Library Staff 41.62 21.

Others' 128.61 18

Grand-Mean , 35.68 222
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The weakest of the three variables is' dormancy, period, with a correlation

coefficient of 0.118. The sign of the correlation coefficient indic-tes that materials

which were recently acquired and/or recently circulated have a lower iii-nediacy of

need than materials which have been dormant. This surprising result- -that dormant

materials are needed more immediately than active materials-7is not of much

.practical importance, however. Only about one, percent of variance in immediacy of

'need is attributable to the dormancy period of the items used.18

Consideration of the joint effects of mode of discovery and user status brings

about an improvement in the ability to "explain" immediacy of need. Table 25

indicates- that when the joint effects of status and mode of discovery are accounted

for, (1) undergraduate and masters students display the greatest immediacy of need,

(2) faculty show the least immediacy of need among LTC. affiliates, and (3) user status,

rather than mode of discovery, continues to be the strongest determinant of

immediacy of need. Even consideri,tion of the joint effects of these variables does

not allow one to predict immediacy of need,with much confidence, however: only 17

percent of the variance in immediacy of need is explained by user= status and mode of

discovery. 19

Lnalysis of qdestionnaire responses concerning immediacy of need is vitiated by a

high incidence of missing data--117 of 315 cases (37.1 percent) were excluded from

the multiple ANOVA analysis because data for one or more variables were missing.

The major culprit is the immediacy of need variable itself, for which 13 responderits

failed to answer the question, and 49 (15.6 percent of respondents) claimed that the

square=0.014.

For the two-factor ANOVA, R=0.408, (R-squre=0.166) as compared with
. R=.326 for status alone and 0.16-6- for' mode Of discovery alone. Main effects

are reliable at -,the_0.05 level or better. InterafAion effects are not statistically -
reliable. h 99



VOLE 2

Average .Immediacy of Need by User Status and

Mode of Discovery

Group Mean Immediacy
of Need (Days)

Number
of

Cases

User .s

Faculty and Faculty Proxies
Doctoral Students
Masters Students

46.86

,34.66
21.28

15

33

17

Undergraduates 20.12 96

Library Staff 27.13 20 '

'Others 136.64 17

(Correlation Coefficient) (0.37)

Mode of Discovery

Known 26.10 148

Unknoyn 62.84 50

(Correlation.Coe cient) (0.19)

Grand Mean 35.38 198

(Correlation Coefficient) (0.408)
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question did not apply to their particular case. A review of the written comments

from the "does not apply" respondents suggested that the preponderance of users who

felt that they could not respond to the immediacy question were browsersi.e., had

discovered the item at the shelf. Table 26 shows that browsers were in fact less

likely to give a quantitative response to the immediacy question, but the strength of

the relationship is ,not great.20

Adding the third significant variable to the analysis of immediacy of need

does not add to predictive -ability.
21 Dormancy period does not appear to be a

statistically reliable variable when analyzed in conjunction with the other two

factors. Apparently, the independent statistical relationship between dormancy and

immediacy is entirely accounted for by user status and mode of discovery--adding

knowledge of dormancy period-does not contribute any.,new information that would.,

help to predict immediacy of need. ,

We do not have great confidence in- the validity of the statistical elationships

analyzed above, for three reasons that have been discussed previously: (1) the small

sample size; (2) the possibility of response biases, for the questionnaires generally and

the data on immediacy of need particularly; and (3) the low explanatory power of the

variables related to the status of the user and the use transaction. The foregoing

analysis, however, plovides little support to the hypothesis that immediacy of need

can be predicted by the characteristics of the materials needed.

20The relationship is statistically reliable at the 0.01 leyeLor better; R=0.216.

21In an analysis of variance and covariance using status and modes of discovery as
varif:tes and critical year as a covariate, R=0.41G, as contrasted with RF0.408
for status and mode of diScovery alone.



TABLE 26

The Relationship Between Mc-de of Discovery and

Response to the Immediacy of Need Question

Users Who:

Mode of
Discovery

Responded Quantitatively Responded "Does ot Apply" Total

Number Percent Number ercent Number Percent

Known Items: 161 72.9: 23 46.9 184 68.1

Unknown Items 60 27,1 26 53.1 86 314

Total 221 100.0 49 100.0 270 100.0



CONCLUSIONS

Differences in Im me acy of Need

The fact that only 24 per cent of questionnaire respondents claimed to need the

material. they sought within 24 ours (Finding 10) provides support for the hypothesis

that at least in some circumstances. Library. users are aware of differences in the
I /

immediacy of their needs for library material.

Further Research in Immediacy of Need

10
The absence of otter significant findings in this area can be attributed in part

to the small sample size (253 valid responses- -Table 22, page 74), but there is reason

to believe the small samples are not the only reason for_the lack of significant

findings. First, we note that a previous study of this issue, with a much larger sample'

size (724 users'reporting on 1,561 items used)'was also unable to produce significant

findings on immediacy of need (Thompsori, 1978). Second, the analysis of question-

naire data in this study indicates that the characteristics of the users and the

circumstances of the use, rather than characteristics of the material- used, are the

only variables with measurable relationshk..) to immediacy of need. Unfortunately,

the user and use variables are of little value in collection management decisions,

though they are undoubtedly important in other aspects of library service.

t-"It appears that, in a great many cases, the relationship between the user's need

and the book seledted to satisfy that need is very tenuous (page 91). It may be true

that ouly in the cases where a user knows in advance that a particular book contains

specifically needed information can one expect to obtain unambiguous data on a

94
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user's immediacy of need for the specific book. To understand the operational

implications of immediacy of need, in a more general way, it seems necessary to

develop understanding of a complex, and so far unexplored, relationship between the

nature of the user's need, the range of documentary resources that might satisfy the

need, and the alternative methods by which the library could supply those resources

in a cost - effective manner.

A concept of ,immediacy of need which adequately captures the informational

ctneeds that are not strongly associated .with specific books should include three

components: defined classes of users, defined forms of need, and defined classes of

materials in which the several eases of users might expect to satisfy their' various

needs. One might hypothesize, for instance, that professors of physics, in their roles

,as researchers (as distinguished from their roles as teachers), may have needs relate-

to ongoing and proposed research projects tind, separately, "current awareness" needs

(among others)t Further, one might be able to define a body of library material which

is commonly used by physicists to meet these needs. There may be separately

defined "collections" for each of the two needs: further, there may exist freque3tly-

used "core" collections and infrequently - consulted "peripheral! collections for each

kind of use.

Immediacy of need may be understood by attempting to deteanine (primarily

throuirt interviews and experimers) the effects on the satbsfaction of defined needs

of varying the time required to access the relevant :collections. Building 'and testing

this conceptual structure would require an extensive period of time--at least two or

three years =of interactive concdptual development, testing, find reformulation. It is

worthwhile to point out that at least one aspect of, thd program, the identification of
, -

collectiens which are associated with defined classes ofusers, would be greatly
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expedited by a proposed feature og the University's automated circulation system:

the capability to obtain machine-readable records, transaction by transaction, of he

characteristics of the user and the material charged out. This feature could be used

to develop "collection profiles" fbr defined user classes.

Therefore, we do not recommend continued empirical investigation of the

overall concept of immediacy of need in the context of general collections.

However, the fact that in a great many cases users are aware of di..f z.rences in the

immediacy of their needs holds out the promise that, in narrowly-defined situations

valid assessments of immediacy of need are possible. For example, immediacy

surveys could be conducted among -users requesting holds or searches on. specific

books, asking for books to be retrieved from the present Richmond facility or the new

reigonal compact shelving facilities, or making use of campus delivery programs like

the -Berkeley BAKER service. These examples focus on the cases in which: need is

expressed for a 2p_e_c_i_tic book, therefore avoiding a major conceptual probletn -in.our

current apivoach to immediacy of need. Most of these examples also represent cases

in which needed books are in fact not immediately available, and should provide_ more

reliable information than the responses to the hypothetical situation in the present

survey instrument. It must be recognized that data derived from such "special cases"

have limited applir. y, but the resulting information could nevertheless be-quite

9luable for specific lollection management and policy decisions.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION OF THE METHMETHODOLOGY

LOGISTICAL FINDINGS

Costs

Table 27 presents estimated costs of conducting this study as of December 31,

1978. It is evident that data collection is the costliest part of the methodology,

comprising about 60 perittnt of the total expenditure. The key factor in the expense

of data collection is the frequency of stack-checking (see Chapter M. As noted in

Appendix A, a three week interval appears to miss a substantial number of uses (

the cases in which a volume is used more than once in the three-week period). If the

objective of this methodology were to provide accurate accounting of the total

number of unrecorded uses, more frequent checking would be necessary, and total

cost would increase considerably. If one is only intereitid in identifying those

volumes which either are or are not used during a particular period, the rate of stack-

checking can be considerably reduced, and total cost would be noticeably lower. For

example, if one wanted to differentiate between volumes that were used once or,

more in a year and volumes that were not used at all during the year, one stack check

per year would be sufficient.

If the objectives of this study could only be met through the analysis of

returned questionnaires, we would have found it very expensive indeed. With 315

usable questionnaires returned, the cost per questionnaire is $87.30. However, most
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TABLE 27

stimated Cost of the University of California Study

Cost Category
Estimated Cost

I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION

II. DATA COLLECTION

$ 2,400

Professional and Support Staff 4,700

Travel and Subsistence 2,700

Campus Staff 3,500

Computing and Key Entry 1,900

Subtotal, Data Collection $12,800

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING*

Professional and Support Staff $3,400

Computing and Computer Staff 2,600

Subtotal, Data Analysis and, eporting $ 6,000

TOTAL
;21,200

ough December 31, 1978
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of the useful data came not from the questionnaires, but from the stack checks

themselves. In this light, the cost per observation is considerably less. In addition,

information wa., obtained on the methodology itself, an important objective of the

study.

Staffing

Data collection activities at the two campuses used different staffing methods.

At Davis, the students who collected the data normally work part-time in the library,

and are thus presumably familiar with LC classification and the arrangement of their

own stack areas. The composition of this group was quite stable, with only one or

two new workers at each stack check who needed complete training. At Santa Cruz,

however, the stuc hired through the campus student placement office.

None had had any library e:st and the composition and total number of the

work crew varied considerably each time. The effectiveness of the operation pt

Santa Cruz was considerably lower; more time was required to complete each stack

check, complete training sessions were required at each visit (often, more than one

session per visit, due to staff turnover within a single stackcheck), and it is the

impression at the investigators that the rate of failure to locate volumes which were
"ftaft..

in fact In their proper locations on the shelf was noticeably higher than at Davis.

ConcludintComments

The logistical findings should be interpreted in the light of the factors which

they exclude. Records svre not maintained of the time required for campus staff to

process returned questionnaires and replace them with .new survey farms (a process

entirely independent of stack-checking); therefore, this cost is not reflected in the
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accounting on Table It is also ,npot . ,b note that this study did not incur the

substantial costs associated with designing and drawing a new andom sample of the

-collections involved. Further, the use of an existing data base avoided the necessity

of recording, keying and editing and circulation history data for each

sample volume; these data w're already available in the source data files.

METHODOLOG A FINDINGS

Finding 11: The rate of response to the questionnaires 5.7 percent; a

simplified uestionnaire can ove the re nse rate to some extent,

The methodology described in Chapter Il had two objectives -- measuring

recorded use through the displacement of questionnaires (for which any paper

similarly inserted would suffice) and investigating the issues of conceu- through an

analysis of ,questionnaire responses. This study pointed out flaws in both facets of the

methodology.

In theory, it should be possible to determine with certainty whether or not

a questionnaire placed in a book has been disturbed. In practice this turned out to be

difficult. Even the simple placement rule used in this study is subject to various

interpretations (e.g., is page 8-13 of en appendix the last s.rabic numbered page, or is

it page 478 of the text?). Thid problem can be ameloriated by thorough training of

workers and the development of less ambiguous procedures for placing questionnaires.

Another difficulty with this method of measuring unrecorded use is the time between

stack checks. If one, wanted to obtain a record of every unrecorded use, volumes

should be checked every day. This prohibitively expensive for a large sample.

Some multiple uses of a given volume will inevitably be missed if 'checking is less

frequent. An estimate of the amount of use mssed can be inferred from an
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experiment conducted at the Berkeley campus concurrently with this study. (For the

complete report, see Appendix A.) Daily checking of 1,180 volumes, selected for

-their high use, showed that 2196 of the uses v, ad have been missed had a count been

taken only at the end of the two-week experiment. This percentage is not directly

ar+pllcable to the Davis and Santa Cruz study, because there are significant

rences in the sampling techniques used. It does, however, point up the need for

more frequent checking if one objective of such a study is an accurate accounting of

total use`

The second objective of this study, an analysis of the issues through question-

naire responses, was also subject to methodological problems. The first was the very

low rate of user cooperation in filling out questionnaires. Of 2007 uses of sample

items (including -"Library Use Only" materials), 315 usable questionnaires were

received, for a return rate of 15.7 percent. Unless that rate can be increased

substantially, a very large sample has to be drawn to generate enough responses for

meaningful analysis. But even with a large enough sample size, a low response rate

by itself raises serious questions of response bias, irrespective of the actual number

of completed questionnaires.

A very limited publicity attempt at Davis (posting flyers throughout the Main

and Physical Sciences Libraries) nad no measurable effect in increasing the response

rate. However, the pot ntial benefits of a publicity program should not be

discounted merely on the evidence of this modest experiment. The Questionnaire

Reoponse Rate Experiment at Berkeley (see Appendix A) did demonstrate a sig-

nificant iniproVemeht in the response rate through the use of a greatly simplified

questionnaire. Unfortunttely, complex issues, such as immediacy of need, do not lend

thetr..elves to an overly simplified format.

01
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The desirability of a simplified questionnaire to improve the response rate is

reinforced by an inspection of the replies received on the questionnaires. They show

. a high degree of anomalous responsesquestions left blank, multiple answers, and

semantic confusion. A brief dOcription of the major problems encountered with .each

question follows.

Question A (Status and Affiliation of the User, Figure 2) had 27 anomalous

responses of 315 total responses, of which the majority wr .e blank in the affiliation

column. A format change might correct this defect, The only semantic misunder-

standing arose with the "Libraty Staff" categories. The attempt to distinguish

between staff use in direct response tc a user request (e.g., or a reference questiOn)

and other forms of official or personal use by library staff was often misunderstood

y respondents. There appears to be no virtue in attempting to maintain this

distinction in similar studies.

There were 62 anomalous responses to Question B (Mode of Discovery, Figure

2), of which 42 were multiple answers'. The fcrmat of this question is confusing and

the question atterhpts to elicit more information than necessary. The simplified

approach- taken in the Berkeley experiment (ie,-1 Appendix A) would have been

preferable here,

Question C (Purpose for Selecting the Volume) was inserted to focus the

patron's thoughts on his purpose for this library visit, and to serve as a lead-in to the

following questions. The question was rarely ans"iered, and the responses were not

tabulated.

Question D (Mode of Use) had 33 anomalous answers. The choices given were

in ended'to be mutually exclusive, but on a quick reading

1 0 2

his may not be apparent--
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twelve respondents gave multiple answers (e.g., "use a volume at the shelf" and

"check it out"). The problem can perhaps be corrected through better phrasing, or by

encouraging multiple responses to reflect actual use of a volume. The multiple

responses highlight a significant ambiguity in this methodology:

whether a questionnaire was completed before

possible that a patron could have answered the

and changed intentions, without revising the

one cannot know

or after the volume was used. It is

question, then

questionnaire

consulted the volume

res- onse. It is our

impression that this was an infrequent occurrence, but the ambiguity Should be

remembered, both in interpreting these findings and in planning any similar studies.

Question E (Immediacy of Need) with 65 anomalous answers, gave

respondents the most difficulty. Thirteen questionnaires were returned with no

response-to this question. Eighteen respondents apparently could not .identify a "need,"

and thus could not answer the question: they chocked the "does not apply" option.

The comments accompanying "does not apply" responses ranged from open statements

of this lack of "need," to a browser's response of wouldn't have known this book

existed had it not been on the she' ." In part, the problem can be ascribed to asking

the respondents to set up a hypothetical situation, a difficult endeavor at best. This

impression is 1.einforced by the 10 patrons who simply declared that they would not

alt at all, but find,a substitute book, or find the same book elsewhere.

One overall impression that emerges from these responses is that browsers

seem to have more trouble with the questionnaire then those who come in search of a

specific volume. From comments on the questionnaire, browsers do not see

themselves as having a well-articulated purpose, and thus cannot articulate a need

for the material. Reference volumes also caused a disproportionate number of
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anomalous answers, They should not be included in any similar stud?, since they are

not properly a part of the circulating collection.

SUMMARY

Measurement of Unrecorded Use

if technical problems related to spurious measurement (e.g., questionnaire

displacement caused by stack shifts) or dubious measurement (e.g., ambiguities in

determining'whether a questionnaire has been displaced) can be either disregarded or

solved, the method used in this study provides an adequate, simple and relatively

inexpensive means to study the unrecorded use of library material on a sampling

basis. The results of this study indicate that at least 23 percent of all library use,

and 33 percent of unrecorded use, takes place at the shelf rather than at tables or

carrels. The method used in this study has distinct advantage& over techniques that

rely. only on data about materials left on tables. It must be remembered, though, that

the findings of this technique cannot be generalized beyond the duration of the study.

The Questionnaire

The technique of placing questionnaires in books results in a low response rate

d the possibility of response bias. Response rates can be improved and

the sources of bias avoided, but there is probably an upper limit to the effectiveness

of such improvements. Fussier and Simon, using the same technique, report an

estimated response rate of about 33 percent, even when incentives to complete and

return questionnaires were provided (1969, pp. 110- 111).
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The need for a number of technical improvements in the questionnaire itself has

been previouily noted. More'generaLly, it appears thiat the length and complexity of

the questionnaire was the direct result of the attempt to address multiple objectives

in the study. The best way-to simplify the questionnaire is to limit the scope of study

and clarify the research questions under iavestigation.

We must emphasize the particular limitationf the questionnaire technique in

the assessment of immediacy of need: when the user is not seeking a specific book to

satisfy a specific need, it is .difficult for the user to assess thj "immediacy of need"

for the book selected, and for the analyst to interpret the user's response.

The Sample

The characteristics of the sample used for this study permit some conclusions

regarding the sampling requirements for a similar study. In a random sample, such as

that used for this study, the number of observations for dormancy periods in excess of

10 or 11 years becomes small relative to the size of the whole sample (see, for

instance, Table' 4), calling for either Very large random samples or stratified

sampling. Stratified sampling using variables like subject and form of material would

also be desirable. The type of multivariate analysis which could show differences in

use rates by subject for monographs and periodidals separately is not possible with

the small cell sizes for certain subjects and forms in this sample (Tables 10 and 1

in ins for Data Collection

Experience with the data collection process shewS, that it is made snore

economical and reliable when turnover in the data collection staff is minimized, and

05
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when the staff ie already familiar with the local library" and with the Library of

Congress call number system.- The training process can be improved through

Systematic checking of staff performance, but training improvement is only afford-

able if staff turnover is low.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE RATE EXPERIMENT

Introduction

The initial findings of the Study of the Use of General Collections in "Icated a

very low rate of user cooperation in filling out the qtiestionnaires inserted in the

sample volumes. Of the items which showed indications of use in the first six weeks

of the -study, only.ten to fifteen percent generated completed questionnaires. Before

rejecting this methodology- for future studies, we attempted` to test possible gays of

improving the, response rate. In general, there are three metho'ds which could

encourage more users to complete the questionnaire:

Publicity: Apprise library users of the existence .or the study in progres

and the benefits to them that may derive from toe information they supply.

2) Incentives: 'Offer direct rewards to those who complete and return the

questionnaire.

Simplification: Redesign the questionnaire itself to make it- more attrac-

tive, more physically convenient to,handle, and easier to complete.

Methodology

The Questionnaire Response Rate Experiment was designed to test the third

alternative. The questionnaire was greatly simplified and shortened, with no open-

ended questions (see Figure A-1).
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To test whether this simplified format, by itself, would result in more returned

questionnaires an experiment was _conducted in the open stacks ofr.the Graduate

Social Science Library (GSSL) on the Berkeley campUs. With the advice ,r,nd

assistance of the library staff, twelve single-faced sections (about 1,180 volumes) of

relatively frequently used material (as defined by GSSL staff) were selected. The

sections were selected in pairs, each pair having materials in\the same subject area.

In one section of each pair, every book had a copy of the original UC questionnaire

(used at Davis and Santa Cruz) inserted in it. The other section received the revised
1

questionnaire. The questionnaires were inserted so that the volume could not be

consulted without disturbing the questionnaire, and thus recording a use, whether or

not the questionnaire itself was completed and returned. The paired sections were

close together but not contiguous, to minimize the chance that a single user on a

single visit would encounter both forms of the questionnaire.

Each volume was also inconspicuously marked on the date due slip, to assure

that in later phases of the study, treated books could be discriminated from those

that were not on the shelf at the beginning of the study. Due to cost and time

considerations, data were not collected for the individual volumes in the sample.

Only aggregate use data for each section were tabulated during the course of the

experiment.

Questionnaires were placed on Monday, May 22, 1878. Each morning thereafter

through June 2, the volumes were checked, apparent uses noted, and questionnaires

repositioned or replaced as necessary.
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Findings

The primary objective of this experiment was to compare response rates for the

two forms of the questionnaire to ascertain whether a simplified quesUnnaire

would, by itself, result in a higher response. At the.conclusion of the experiment, the

results' were ai follows:

Returned Total-. Response
questionnaires Uses Rate

Original Questionnaires 13 145 8.97%
Revised Questionnaires 36 143 25.17%

Completed questionnaires `'were counted only if they were returned to the box

provided at the exit gate: Questionnaires found in the stacks are not included in

these totals. The total uses are sums of the number of questionnaires disturbed plus

the number of questionnaires missing plus the number of volumes not on the shelf at

the final check. These last were presumed to be' either charged out or in use

somewhe're in the ibrary. In either case, ey were counted as uses. The response

rate is the number of returned questionnaires divided by the total uses. The result
F

shows a significant difference in response rates between the twp forms of the

questionnaire. Using the t-test for the difference in sample proportions, the

difference is significant at the 0.001 level.

Although of secondary importance, another aspect of the methodology could be

evaluated through this experiment. Stack checks were conducted at three-week

intervals at. Davis and Santa. Cruz, although multiple uses of a single.volume in that

time period could go unrecordgd: if a use did not result in a returned questionnaire,

the staff had no way of replacing In thig experiment, however, daily monitoring.
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provided more comprehensive information6m use (multiple uses in a single day, of

course, could not be detected). Each volume was inconspicuously marked on the date

-due slip each time it showed use, providing, record of multiple uses. Had a check

been done only once, at the end of the 'two -week study period, we would have

detected only 118 uses for volumes with the original questionnaire and 109 uses for

those with The revised questionnaire. This is 227/288, or 79 percent of total uses.

Conversely, 21 percent of these uses would have been missed had the daily checking

not been done.

Because the stack sections were chosen partly for their high use, the

-percentage,pf missing uses would not necessarily hold for a randomly-seledted sample

with much lower overall use. However, the finding can be a guide in planning the

logistics for a future study.. It is important to note that the missed uses are

predominantly urrecorded'uies, because in a general stack collection, loan periods_ of

less than two weeks are rare. Thus, multiple uses of items in a tvio-week period will

be composed primarily of items that were, not charged out during that. period.

Meaningful comparisons of the responses in the two forms of the questionnaire

are difficult. The questions are asked differently on each, and the number of

completed responses is very small. Overall, however, the two sets of responses are

very similar. Seventy-two percent of the respondents to the revised.questionnaire,

and 69 percent of the respondents to the original questionnaire, -were Woking fo

specific item when they came to the stacks (i.e., the volume in which they found the

questionnaire). Forty-four percent of the respondents to the revised questionnaire

- intended to take the volume out of the library, and 50 percent of the responderits to

the original questiorinaire inten d to check out the item. The immediacy-of-need

questions are too dissimilar for any comparison.
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APPENDINB

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

CLROJLATED AND UNRECORDED USE IN THE LIBRARY AT

NEWCASTLE -UPON -TYNE POL-rucHNIC-

Data on in-house and circulated use of a collection of 8,483 volumes over a one-

year!' period were collected by Harris (1977). These data were presented in a cross-

tabllar form which enabled us to reconstruct the raw data from which the crossP

tabulation was made. The resulting data set consisted of 8,483 ordered pairs, the

first value representing the number of circulated uses of the volume in the one-year

period, and the second representing the number of in-house uses.

Harris had grouped numbers of uses (of both types) into the categories 0, 1, 2,

3-5, 6-10, and 11+. The categories 3-5 and ,6-10 were represented by their median

values (4 and 8- respectively) in the reconstruction, and cases in the 11+ category

were given the value 11.

The Re
o.

ession Model

The regression model tested

I. = a ÷ bC. - 1 to 8,483

where:

the form:

I- the number of in-house uses of volume i;

C. is the number of circulated uses of volume i;

a and b are parameters to be estimated. 12
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The ordinary ,least-squares estimate of the foregoing model

data resulted in the equation:

I. = 0 45 + 0.115 C.

The t-value of the coefficient of CI . (b) was'28.6. the

d to lards'

value for the fitted equation

was 818.17 with 1 and 8,481 degrees of freedom. Both tests are statistically

significant at,the 0.001 level.

Goodness of Fit and Prediction Intery

The value of the, R-squared statistic for the. fitted equation is 0.088.

The mean square error (MSE) is 0.549; the standard error of the equation (SE) is

0.741. Thus, the prediction interval for a single case of the independent variable is

given by the equation:

. 45 ÷ 0.115 C + SE (z)

where z is the z-value for the desired confidence level (Me er and Wasserman, .974,

p. 73). When 4 and z',2.576 (at the 99 ereent level):

= 0.61, + L909

= -1.3 to 2.52
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The value of Ci far which the 99 percent response interval of Ii did not include

zero was determined by calculating the value of C. for which the expected, value of 1.

would be greater than1,909:

1.909 0.145 + 0.115 C.

C. -= 15.3391

Thus, when Ci 16, the 99 percent prediction interval for Ii does not include zero.

-1i
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSAli.Y

culating Volumes. Volumes 'eligible to circulate during the period of his

study, al volumes not designated as "reference" or "library use only."

Critical Date For .items with recorded circulation, the year of the most

recent circulation. For volumes with no recorded circulation, the estimated year of

acquisition'.

Current Use(s). The total use which occurred during the time of the study,

Spring Quarter 1978.

Dormancy Period. The number of years between the critical date and the date

of this study (1978). A volume with a critical date of 1976 (i.e., last circulated in

1976, or acquired in 1976 and never circulated) has a dormancy period of two years.

Known Itehis. Items for which questionnaire respohdests responded "Yes" to

the question, "Were you looking for this specific book when you came to the shelf?"

Non-IJC User(s). Patrons not affiliated with the University of California.

Questionnaire Method. An approach which relies on some form of user

questionnaire to determine .the rates at which patrons either use materials within the

] ibrary pr check them out

Recorded Use(s). The number of, circulation stamps appearing on the special

circulation slip of a sample volume; the number of external circulations during the

study period.
4

Sweep Method. An approach to measuring in-house use which collects data

about books left on library tables, carrels, etc. (synonymous with "sweep counts ").

Total Use(s). The sum of all uses of a volume as indicated by the number of

questionnaires replaced (i.e., either definitely moved or missing due to circulation or
4

in house use) in the volume bythe study crew or the local library staff.
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UC Users. Patrons affiliated with the University of California (students, staf

etc.

Unknown Items, Items for which questionnaire respondents responded "No" to

the question, "Were you looking for this specific book when you came to the shelf

books "discovered at the shelf."

Unrecorded'Use(s). Total use(s) minus recorded use(s).

,Use(s). The word "use" is defined as any event which resulted in (I) the

detectable displgeement of a questionnaire, and/or (2) the posting of a charge stamp

during the study period; used interchangeably with "total use(s)'_ (the "maybe moved"

category is not counted as a use).
9 ,.=99.=
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